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The primary purpose of this document is to provide the reference i
information concerning GEOS-3 altimeter data collected in the
vicinity of various data buoys. The data presented herein is a
compilation of all available information concerning buoy locations
`	 and deployment periods and the applicable GEOS-3 altimeter schedule
covering the period from April 14, 1975 through April 9, 1978. 	 a
It is hoped that the document will be useful in any comparison
studies to identify both the important buoy data times and the most





	 NATIONAL DATA BUOY OFFICE DATA BUOYS
F
The buoys involved, their locations, and deployment schedule 	 I
are shown in `fable 1. This information was extracted from a variety
of sources; however, the prime source was the National Data Buoy
office in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.
The buoy data are archived in the National Oceanographic Data
Center located in Washington, D.C. and are available upon request.
The complete address is:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration':
National Oceanographic Data Center
2001 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.




	3.0	 GEOS-3 ALTIMETER DATA
	
3.1	 General





































































843 km circular orbit with an inclination of 115 degrees to the
earth's equator (65 degree retrograde orbit) and with an orbital
period of 101.8 minutes. Data are still being collected three
years after launch. The primary instrument carried by GEOS-3
is the short pulse radar altimeter. It operates at a frequency
of 13.9 GHz, with a pulse width of 12.5 n.sec and a repetition
frequency of 100 pulses per second. The altimeter transmits
pulses of energy to the ocean surface and tracks the backscattered
energy to precisely measure the shape and amplitude of the return
energy and to precisely measure the distance between the satellite
and the ocean surface. The range precision is 20 cm over a one second
averaging period. The precision range data is applied to fine grain
ocean geoid determination and determining the location and magnitude
of time dependent departures of the sea surface from the geoid as
in the case of ocean current systems. The return pulse shape and
amplitude data provides the means for sea-state (significant wave
height) and wind speed estimation, determining water/ice boundaries
and other backscattering investigations,
The GEOS-3 altimeter data are presently archived at the NASA
Wallops Flight Center, Wallops Island, Virginia.
Inquiries concerning the availability of the GEOS--3 altimeter
data should be directed to:
GEOS-3 Project Scientist
NASA Wallops Flight Center
Bldg. E-106
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337
`	 Telephone (804) 824--3411, extension 635
3.2	 Criteria Used for Selecting GEOS-3 Orbits
The process utilized for the extraction of the closest approaching
G£OS-3 orbit is defined as follows:
r
3
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UAIGINAL PAGE 16
OF POOR QUALITY
A. All GEOS-3 intensive mode passes were sel_cted, along
with their appropriate start and stop times and their
equator crossings and time of crossings were tabulated.
B. Two buoy buffer area sizes were selected. These buffer
areas consisted of the actual latitude and longitude of
the buoy augmented by a +p of .25 0
 and 10.
C. The above information was utilized to tabulate those times
when the altimeter was scheduled on within each of the
buffer areas.
D. Other pertinent information such as rev. number, mode,
etc. was tabulated for each buoy and buffer area.
3.3	 Description of the data Tabulations
A one-line example of the data tabulations is shown below with
header identifiers for each entry.
TIME TIME
EQ. XING EQ. XING ELAPSED INTO OUT OF





	 b2u3t+,	 b2"15h.	 81512. -50.22 1	 5	 13	 Dar} e2612. 926 i b.
*	 b3b7.155.	 lbu105.	 u5F51.	 1	 752.	 u2i	 6. 99.65 35	 117	 HIj0 1	 USu. 1	 1	 V.
A further description of each entry is given below.
REVr#/UNIQn
	
	 This is the GEOS-3 revolution number, followed by a three digit
number to help distinguish between multiple segments within a rev.
YYMMDD	 The calender date listed as year, month, and day.
START
	
	 The Greenwich mein time at which the radar altimeter was
turned on, listal as hour, minute, and second.
STOP
	
	 The Greenwich mean time at which the radar altimeter was turned
off, listed as hour, minute, and second.
EQXING TIME
	
	 The Greenwich mean time at the beginning of the GE05-3
revolution, i.e., the time at which the satellite crossed the
equator north bound, listed as hour, minute, and second.




The start and stop elapsed time in minutes from the equator
crossing time to the time of altimeter start and stop times.
MODE	 The operating mode of the altimeter defined as follows:
702 or 802	 Altimeter Intensive Mode
Data Rate - Lo (TM Form 1)
Altitude Data Rate - 10/sec.
Waveform Data and Rate - 16 averaged samples at one
per 2.2 seconds each
711 or 811	 ' Altimeter Intensive Mode
• Data Rate - Hi (TM Form 3)
• Altitude Data Rate - I00/sec.
• Waveform Data and Rate - 8 even numbered instantaneous
waveform samples at 100/sec. each. 16 averaged waveform
samples at one per 3.2- seconds each.
708 or 808	 ' Altimeter Intensive Mode
• Data Rate - Hi CTM Form 2)
• Altitude Data Rate - 10/sec.
• Waveform Data and Rate - 16 instantaneous waveform
samples at one per 3.2 seconds each.
Entry and
	










LA1 I TUl31w	 WAWG =	 IS 34.75	 ti, 35.25
UONGITUUE RANGE	 IS 287.75	 TO	 2811.25.
WEEKS 59	 T0128	 15LING	 SEAWCHEUj
*	 6117.]13. 7tjUb15. 8203b. 82756. b1512. -50.22 5 13 8013 82bl2. 826189
b3b7.155. 7bUIOL u5b51. 1	 752, 0216 * 99.05 _ 35 47 806 1 . 084. l	 1	 G.
*	 bbu3.152. ?60722. 123433, 124b23. 123322. -50,Ub 1 1 4 C ;h 124426a. 1244 - 28, ...
*	 6893.103. JbU809, 5i4	 1, 52557, 43914, 99.22 34 47 80b 519	 6. 514 B.
*	 6970.170, 7b U8 14. 1S215h.. 15291b. 151634, -511,64 5 1 8065 152732, 152734• ^--
*	 7220.124. 760901 75810 8	 918. 72226. 98.63 35 47 NO 13 8 212. 8	 214.
*	 7496.10 17. 7bu92U. 193731. 191722. 193440. -50.49 2 13 81116 1945311. 1^i454 y . tv
*	 7746	 154. 761008. 12	 P.31. 122721. 11403[1. 98.80 28 ul 806 122015. 122022. p
. *	 !3022.142. 7blu27. 235741. 0 530. 235243. -50.30 4 13 808 0	 341. 0	 49.
*	 827
	
.174. 7o1114. 162635 2 1b4520, 155832, 98.913 28 47 606 163818. lb3820._ r
`^ *	 8548.153. 761204. 416	 9. 42531. 41041. -50.11 5 15 1'013 42145. 412147. ^ b
*	 8875.1050 7bl227, b5b17, 7	 610. b5327, -50.59 _	 _2 13 eOb i 7 425. 7	 429•
4125.133. 770113. 2335	 7. 234621, 22'5933. 48.61 35 u7 E06 233919. 233921.
*	 9401,129, 710202, 1117	 2. 112'422, 111139. -5U.116 5 13 808 112237. 112245.
*	 17651.1130, 770220. 353 8. 4	 a	 U. 31121. 98,84 35 47 8CH 357	 i, 35715. ED
*	 179	 ?	 lt4. 710311, b. 1542	 0. 152911. -50.17 2 13 eU8 154013. 15'4017.
*1u1't 7.112. 170324. 81056, 62148. 735	 8, 99.08 35 47 804 81456, 815	 2,
*1[1253.158. 77u4uj, 181744. 112752, 181225.  50.77 5 lb eua 182323, le23 23.
*10453.1513. 770417. 195239. 20	 013. 194710. -49,98 5 14 eOP 195816, 195816.
*iu504.137, 770421, 105346. 11	 440, 1018	 5. 98.55 35 47 80H 105751. 105751,
*10780.114. 770510. 223255, 224247. 2230	 4. -50,49 2 13 8011 . 2241 2 1 2241	 a,
! *11556.1ob. 7707LI 4. 1929	 1._193950, 185314, 99.12 35 u7 808 , 1933	 4. 1933 8,
*11633.148, 770710. 53317. 54S54. 53024. -50.71 2 16 848 4-1-P 5412P.
*llbb3.130, 770727. 22113 4 , 222241. 213b	 1. 98,64 35 47 e06 221547. 221549. ^M
*12159.121, 770816. 95031. 10	 024, 94737. -50,30 2 13 k!00 95835, 95843,
*12409.162. 770963. 22726. 23957. 15324, 98.99 34 47 e06 23310, 23318.
*12585.151. 770922. 1415	 0. 1418	 0, 14	 514. -50,01 9 13 808'141620. 141620.
*12736.101. 77c^92b. 51143, 522 4 5, 436	 7. 98.53 35 u7 6trt3 51553. 51553.
h
a9
EB-01	 1 ° Search
LATITUDE RAN GE 15 34.50 TO 35,50
-l=F}^1GTE^rlE " A N G1-18 2 7 9- A--2 8.5 	 ^.._.	 _ - ^. - - -- -	 -------
AEEKS 59 T0128 BEING EEARCHED
* 591P.112. 760601. 650 
,2,.W 
65616. 63956. -50.88 - -10 17 808	 65050. 65056.










SACS*	 i l 56. ?60644 . 23P O T-. 23	 ''- 	 24670	 9a. 3-t- . ^T-'-^fY-xMg ^^ 50. 3L55 6 w -
* b316,114, 760629.	 9554". 10 3 S.	 950 8. -49.47	 5	 13 8011 10 120, 10 120.
u^tr^.^5 r --76-0-7 031- - 8 156 151 ----4-7-5,2.i-.-. nor---Fr. -- --"-a0-5_ 35 -47 AGH 	 1 OL 8Y . 1 1-4,
* 6444.142, 760708, 105941. 11,11 4. 105126.	 -50.80	 1	 13 806 11 920. 11 928.
+^ ^rb113. } 2,--4647-24. 1234-33. 1 6:23.--12 3 2 -	 0,.O6	 1 14 -848 124420..11-4434,
r^	
99
66 {949 .101. 76^ 0^








6tir L9,93.'T03. 7608i^	 4 1. _'52Sb4 -w--4444-4-,r-- - . 22^ ^ --47-"4-- .519 ,,-- 
C
; 1 91^-
	6970.170. 760814. 15c156, 152916. 151634.. -50.64 	 5	 13 808 152728, 152740,
*--722$:144-r--74.-,49O+s- 7Sf4-: -- 0-418. ----7-22b	 -3-5 47 U8 - 8 2 6, 8- 220•
* 7419.122. 760915. 92525 n 944 0. 85720.	 99,38 28 47 808	 93710, 93718.
7 9^^1{)^ii -7644 kl:--19373-4 K---14#7222--49 3 IJ 40-,r-- 54,44 ... 2 _43 888 194534. L"55 -0 -
 
7547.134. 760924. 103132. 105230, 10 537.	 98.04 27 47 808 104517. 104517.
* 76 q
 . 1 1 1'-. 16 1 0 n 4 .4+4-94-9-. 2 1 P 2 3 a"2 1 Q, A 3-. -49 . 79 -
* 7746.154, 761008. 12 631. 122721, 114030. 	 98.80 28	 47 801} 122010. 122028.
-7823: 3	 .- 221 0: ^3+^12.--X17§^s-- 81 5
	
1- 17 -8ofa 222€",, 222-BA6-.	 -
* 7945.161. 761022, 13433( 1 . 14 056. 131523.	 99.56 28 46 808 135517. 135521.
# 88-222 :3-4-2 c -7-&1 .027 X35741 ,---5 	 235^43^- ^58^39	 ^ 13 U4 - 0 337. 0 355•
8073.184. 761031. 145136. 151031. 1423} 34,	 98.23 27	 47 807 8 15 3pf199. 
15 323,
8 2 2 Ti"i J 4' 16 11-1-1.	 ! 3 !4p. 	 1 4j?4 Q . "-'_ 1 Z?'!- .5T -49.554_^^  	 ----4-----1'O"'rtp it`&- -1 3a&5.-- f AA 7 - '	 ..
* 8272.174. 761114. 162635. 161520. 155832. 	 98.98 28 47 608 163812. 163830.
# 84 7 I-,,r 1 ii5, - 7-614 -29, 18 818. 1$24 0, 1-73324.-- 9 74 34 -47 80€1. 181322. 181322.
* 8541'.153. 761204. 	 416 9.	 42531.	 41041.	 •80.11	 5	 15 80P	 42139.	 42153.
* 8544 -.1 17 n 761247. 1 sj^ -937, 192828,	 27 47 808. 192118. 192128.
* 8875.105. 761227.	 65617.	 7 610.	 65327.	 -50.59	 2	 13 808	 7 421.	 7 435.
9 s` 7 Q : 18-4 s -74414 : - -- f L-3-4 -- 6 i ^5 5 ^: - - $ 2$ 3br -'-- 	 i . __-_ 5	 -8-39441  -- $3`$ 4a. - -- .
* 9125.133. 770113. 2335 7. 234621. 225933.	 99.61 35 47 808 233913, 233927.	 M^
* 9#101.1291 771}21}2. 1 1 1 7
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EB-03 .25 0 Search
LATllUUE RANGE	 IS 55,75	 TO	 56.25
lONGITUUE RANGE	 13 211.85 TO 212.35
AE.EKS	 0	 T0115	 BEING	 SEARCHED
* 1111.	 86. 750621. 123114. 123856, 12	 233. -2.61 28 37 602 123453. I	 .
* 1438.345, 750720. 151655. 155341. 144bl5. -3.33 30 68 802 151827. 151831.
* 2291,525, 750916. 221923. 224643. 214845. -4.08 30 58 802 222053. c YTOM
* 2490	 166. 751002 235336. 03122. 232355. -3, 40 29 68 802 2356	 7, 235611, ^ M
* 3361.789, 751203. 13	 219. 132240. 125819, -99,91 3 25 848 . 131655, 131659. b
* 4921.132, 760322. 195223. 20	 818. 192141. -3,91 30 47 802 195349. 195351. o
* 6318.115. 760629. 131632. 133214. 131342. -100.12 2 19 808 133214, 133210.
* 7896.118, 761019 21553. 22753. 2	 8	 0. -99.61 7 20 808 22638, 22642.
* 8422,135. 7b1125. 635	 0. 646	 0. 626 - 1 -99.43 8 20 808 64441. 6 q 44 T,
* 87 49 ,166 2 76121ti. 9165t^. 926157, y	 9	 b. -100.00 7 20 802 9274 0., 92744. trJ
* 8948.160. 770101. 105128, 11	 8	 3. 109333. -99.13 7 25 P08 11	 217, 11	 217.
,..,
* 9076,106, 7/0110, 115957. 121156. 115210. -100.55 7 20 808 121042. 121042,
* 9129,135. 710114, 617	 1, 62143, 54641, -2.67 30 36 808 619	 1, 619	 is
* 9456.174. 770206, 9	 0	 0. 9 928. 82943. -3.21 30 40 E0d 9	 157, 9	 2	 1,
*10128.153. 710325, 2033	 0, 205210. 202747. -100.10 5 25 808 204621, 204625.





EB-03 7 0 Search
LAT1TUU-E RANGE 18 515,00 TO 57.00
LONGITUDE RANGE 15 211.10 TO 213.10
4EEKS 0 T0115 bU NU SEARCHED	 -
* 404.263. 750508. 1254309 13 027. 1240360 -99.07 13 20 602 	 •
* 1111. 86. 750627. 123114. 123856. 12 233. 	 -2.61 215 37 8026 123445; 1235 7.
* 1168.101. 750701. 131330, 132024. 124418.	 -6,04 29 37 802 1316 6. 131610. 	 -^
* 1438.345. 750724 151655. 155341. 144615. 	 -3.33 30 68 802 1 1518190 151841,
* 1513.4U6. 750725. 22 346. 221915, 22 0 7. -102.58 	 3 20 8021 221821. 2218
* 1527.416. 750726, 215018. 221014. 2145 7, -97.10 	 5 26 8C24 22 4 7. 22 4110
*2220.473. 750913. 2152 6. 221617. 212137.	 -6.02 30 55 8021 215325. 2153310
* 2234.479. 750914. 213732. 215426. 211 1.	 •.65 30 48 002 , 213937, 213939,
* 2291,525. 750918, 221923, 224643. 214845. 	 -4.08 30 58 802 1 222039, 2221 1 1
* 2362, 32. 750923. 224611, 23 0 2. 221524. 	 -2,03 30 45 802! 224747, 2248 7.
* 2419.100. 750927, 232734. 235459. 225713. 	 -5.45 30 58 8021 2329 1. 232913.
* 2490.166. 751002, 235336	 03122. 232355.	 -3.40 29 68 802 235557. 235619._
* 2906.523. 751101. 92514. 93235. 9 622. -97.66 18 27 802 1 92514. 9252 6.
* 3087,624. 751114, 43512« 5857, 4 522.	 -1.36 29 60 802 1 44148. 442 0.
* 3361,789. 751203, 13 219, 132240. 125811. -99,91 	 3 25 L08i 131645, 1317 7.
* 4669.385, 760305, 0 638. U1116. 2352	 14 20 BC21 01021. 01023,
* 4921,132. 764322. 195223. 20 818. 192141.	 -3.91 30 47 802 r 195337. 195359,
* 5049 301, 760331 21 0 2 21 726. 2030 3. 	 -5.27 29 38 8C2 21 151, 21 2 5.
* 5248,559. 760414. 223510, 224258. 22 5 4. 	 -4.55 30 38 8021 223654. 223714. 	 ---
* 5319.110. 760419, 23 2 2. 23 857, 223143. 	 -2.48 30 36 802E 23 357. 23 419.
* 5390.171. 760424. 232925, 233534. 225823.	 -.41	 31	 38 e02; 2331 1.	 3^ 1 1.	 ._...._
* 6062,14b, 760614
	
11 013 111751	 1057 6. -97.46	 3 21 8011 1116 2. 111610,
* 6247,138. 760624. 124943. 1311 4, 1247 4. -102.19	 2 24 8021 13 51B. 1	 e4.	 -
* 6318.115. 761629. 131632. 133214. 131342. -100.12 	 2	 19 808f 1332 6. 133214.
* 6389,173. 760704. 134324. 1359 9. 134021. -98.05	 3	 19 808, 135 9 . 1	
t:'












EB-03	 1° Search Ccont.I
* 7896.118. 7bl019. 21553. 22753. 2 8 0. -99.61 	 7 20 80b	 22630 - 	 6
* 7967.187. 761024, 29229. 25454. 23437. -97,54 	 7 21 808	 25331. 25341•
*.8294.116. 761116, 52547, 53756. 51745. -98.11 	 b 21 80b	 53633. 	 4 ,
* 8422.135. 7b1125. b35 0. 646 0, b2b 1. -99.43	 b 20 808: 6+4433. 64455.
* 8660.lb8. 761212, 2403u, 24559. 21024.	 -6.26 30 36 P_0F-A 	d4512 -	 242114.
* 8674.101. 761213. 22553. 23022, 15522.	 -.78 30 36 008 E 22756. 228 0•
* 8749.166. 76121(3. 9165b. 92857, 9 9 be -100.00	 7 20 802	 92130. 	 4.
* 8859,162, 7bi22b, 41522. 42045, 34515.	 -5.50 30 36 8088 417 3. 41715.
* 8877.1u7, 761227. 102444, 103756. 1017 1. -101.23 	 7 21 808 1 015 1 5 - 10
* 8948.160. 770101. 105128. 11 b 3. 104333. -99.13	 7 25 808 11 2 9. 11 231.
* 9058.167. 770109• 54953, 55458. 51950. 	 -4.68 30 36 808! 55138. 5 Tl--58.
* 9076.1U6. 770110. 115957. 121156. 115210, -100.55 	 7	 20 a013! 121028. 121050.
* 9129.135. 710114. b17 1.	 b2143. 54641.	 -2.67 30 36 6061 61853.	 61915.
* 91-47..,l 49. 770115 S 123047. 123646 121846.	 -98.48 12 2 0 e08 123730. 123750.
* 9186,114. 774116. b5824. 7 539. 62819.	 -6.06 30 38 8081 7 0 7e	 7
* 9200.126. 170119. 64349, 7 0339 61316,	 -.58 30 48 808	 64552, 64554.
* 9385.116. 770201.	 833 9.	 849 2,	 6 3 7. •- -5.29 30 4b 808	 6.54bb..
* 4403.130. 770202, 143757. 145521. 143513. -101.10 	 2 21 8 0K 1 14 5327. 145347.
* 9456.1749 77U206, 9 0 0, 9 928. 82943.	 -3.21 30 40 806' 9 147. 7-F-1; -.
* 9531.155. 770211. 1546 2. 1b 54U, 154326, -102.42	 2 23 8u8 16 140. 16 194.
* 9545.167. 770212, 153133, 154913. 1528239 -96.93	 3 21 8011
*10039,172. 170319. 135910. 14 b2b. 1329 7. 	 -6.38 30 36 8061 14 055. 14 055.
*10057.187. 770320. 20 616, 202512. 20 1129 -102.19 	 5 24 808	 b. 2
*10110.140. 770324. 142554. 143259. 135542.	 -4.30 30 38 808 142734. 142756.
*1U128.153, 770325, 2033 U. 205210. 202747, -100,10 	 5 25 808. 204611. 204633,
*10181.115. 770329. 145230, 145718. 142216. 	 -2.20 30 36 e08 1 145432. 145454.
*10199.128, 774330, 205944, 211433. 205421. -98.01 	 5 21 803	 11 11. 2rTT2S.
*10230,155, 770402. 153358. 154033. 15 353. 	 -5.60 30 37 808° 153541, 153551.
*10256.1669 7704U3. 2141 6, 215820. 213559. - 101.41	 5 23 808' 215413. 4 M t
*10398.121. 770413. 223239. 224954. 2229 7, -97,23	 3 21 808, 2248 5, 224811.
*105269153. 170422. 234017. 2356 2. 233718. -98.54 	 2 19 O-8 2356 .
	*10654.101. 770502. 04813.	 1 952, 04528. -99.84	 2 25 eod , 1 354,	 1 416.
*10707.134. /70505	 19 335, 1918 0. 183957,	 -1.94 23 39 8061 191217. 191235.







LA11IUUE.	 RANGE IS_ 85.75	 10	 26.25
-
-
LONGOUDE HANGS IS 269.75 TO 2709 25
riEEKS	 15	 10155 HEING SEARCHED
*	 2308,539, 750920, 24046. 24+25, 239 5. -79.57_ 1.._10 862J 24717. 24717.
* 2635.335, 151013. 527	 2, 533	 2, 52243. -75,27 4 li 802 53047. 53047.
* 2657.559, 75. 1014. 192220. 1931	 8. 184158. 87.62 40 50 862 192440. 192446.
*	 3161,666. 751119, 94541, 95145. 941269 -75.28 4 11 802 94930, 94930,
oo
*	 3709...	 7b...- 75 l 2 a 8 4	 012, 42549. 31918. €37.b3 40 67 802 -	 4	 2	 0. 4 2	 6. ,t
4213.423. 7()0201, 182139, 182823. 181833. -75.21 3 lu 8G2 182b37. 182639. ctgC
*	 7696 .,112 i _7h1004. c259	 0. 23 4	 U. 225120, -75.05 7 13- 80§.- 225924. 225932.
*	 9075.105. 770110, 1018	 0, 103520. 101023. - 75.23 7 25 808 101827. 101829.
*10454,159._ 77 0417. 2133	 3. 213850, 212857. -75.30 4 i f) f'U8 . 2137	 1 n 0137	 1. ^''^







I	 BB-04 I° Search
r
LA7IJUD E RANGE IS 25.00 TO 27.00
LONGITUDE RANG. IS 269.00 TO 271,00









* . __3 ra 1 .0: X5 7. 751214,
* 3581.895. 751219.









































































































































































































802 42226. 4 4 .
602 53033, 531 9-
802 192424, 1.925 2,
802 203251. 2033 11









4 144 2 4 222.
802	 510 7, 51017,









808	 0 729. 0 733,
806	 14219, 14245,
808	 42527. 49937,
808	 6 018, 6 050,
806 843 4. 84--32-T.-
d08 101813. 1018119,
808 95550, 9 F6- Fb.
808 202854. 202912,
808 102255. 1023 3.
808 .213647, 213723,




802 2338 4. 2339 6.
802 1 0 449. 0 5210








I - M	 .
EB-05 .25° Search
LATITUDE RANGE 15 29,95 TO 30,45
LONGITUDE MANGE I5. 279.75 TO 280,25
hLK810b T0133 BEING SEARCHED
*10886,128. 770518. 14	 6	 3. 142928. 134235. 94.t,5 23 47 866 142355, 1424	 3,
*11079.124. 17ub01. 14549. 15334. 143	 2. ..bI..47 2 11 a(iu 15.228. 15234.
*11014,151. 770b24. 183341. 184b57. 18 0	 9. 94.93 33 47 898 184135. 189137.
*11605,1: 6, - _770708, (a - 323, -_61111, 6 034, -bl,b8 2 11 808 610	 6. 610	 6,
*11741,153. 770717. 21175]. 212947, 294257, 94.44 34 47 868 212417. 212423,
*11932,15_8..110131, 84b	 9 2 85349 2 84321. w62.1b 2 11 898 85247. 85253,
*12785.151, 770929, 154615, 155354, 154326. -62,26 2 11 8Gb 155252. 155254.
*131 -aQ,18e, 7710 83520, 84712 8	 422. 9A1	 b9 34 47 802 84142, 84150.
*13311.171, 771105. 20	 315, 2011	 0. 20	 026. 61.83 2 11 808 20	 9514, 20	 958.
00
I':
^.-L^tl^^i^^.^,. ^___,.^	 .:^^. •si^b.^^ F '• Vrii:^ •F ..a]^e.. "'c.r.Sa...0 ._.^.^.._ 	 ,n..;...L4L.a^,^*_.^w..e^4_..^3a...nn^z.^t=;k 	 -._....	 ,.:ice,. 
V• r
EB--05	 1 ° Search
LATITUDE RANGE 13 29,20 TO 31.20
LUNGITUDE RANGE 15 279.00	 TO 281.00
hE.EK510b	 T0133 BEING SEARCHED
*.10561.104. 770425, 113446. 114634. 105941. 95.1b 35 47 808'114055, 11413.
*10689.127 4 770504 124239 125444. 12	 752. 93.65 34 47 808 124858. 124922.
*10760.106, 770509, 13 941. 132117, 123425. 95.95 35 47 808 131559. 1316	 1, T
*_10860,125, 770bib, 01123, 01839, 0	 8194 -62 4 7b 3 11 808 ^ 01729. 017534
*10888.128. 770518. 14	 b	 3. 142928, 134235, 94.65 23 47 808 142341, 142417.
*11016	 161 770527. 152527. 153738, 145046. 93.34 34 47 808 153152. 1532 2.
*11079.124, 770601. 14549. 15334. 143	 2. 61.97 2 11 808 15212. 15250,
*11207 1464770610 25433. 3	 120, 25112. 63,27 3 11 80f3 3 022, 3 034.
*1121.5,152, 770b10. 17	 021. 171221, 162528. 94,14 34 47 80b 17 634 * 11	 7	 b,
*11 278,123, 770615 32033. 32825. 31745. -61.18 2 11 m 32711, 32733. *b-^
*11406.145. 170624. 42856. 43619. 42553. -62.40 3 11 808 43 5 3. 4
x+11414.151. 770624 183341: 184b57, 16	 0	 9. 94.93 33 47 808 184117, 184151, p
*li477.117, 770629, 45515, 5	 313. 45226. 60.38 2 11 808 5 212• 5	 214. 0
	
,
*11542.154. 770703. 1943	 6. 195510, 19	 818. 93,63 34 47 eob 194924. 194942=
*11605.136. 770708. 6.323. 61111. 6 034. -61.68 2 11 808 6 946, 61022, 0 rd
11613.139, 770708, 2010	 3, 202139, 193450, 95.73 35 47 808 , 201618„ 2.01632,__
*11 733.149, 770717, 71235. 71856, 7	 841. -62.96 3 13 808 71751. 71811. h
*11741.153, 770717, 211751. 212947, 204257. 94,44 34 47 808 2124 3. 212439* ri
*11804,136. 770722. 738 3. 741 2. 73514. 60.87 2 11 808 74448, 745 2. U7
*11869.118. 770726. 222542. 223753. 2151	 4. 93,16 34 47 808 223210. 223216,
*11932.158. 770731. 846	 9. 85349. 84321. - b2 * 16 2 11 808+ 85231. 893 9.
*11940.163, 770731 225241. 23 427. 221737. 95.25 35 47 808 225853. 225919.
*120b0.116, 770809. 95446. 10	 130. 95128. -63.44 3 11 808 10	 8, 1 0	 0.94,
*12068.121. 774810. 0	 031. 01234. 2.32543. 93.97 34 47 806 0 649, 0	 715.
*12131.166, 770814, 1U2049. 102841. 1018	 0. 61,35 2 11 808 1027M 10?148.
*12139„101, 770815. 02716. 0384b. 235215, 96,07 35 47 808 03353, 03357,
*12259.120. 770823. 1129 9. 113626. 1126	 5, -62.62 3 11 808 1M-157--- 11354 3- t_
*12330,197. 710828 115526. 12 325 115238, 60.53 2 11 808 12 222.12 226.
*12785.151. 770929. 154b15. 155354. 1543226. -62.26 2 11 808 155236. ISTST4.
.*12793.160, 77093u. 55243. 6	 431. 51741. 95.15 35 47 808 55855, 55923,
*12913.191. 771008. lb5435, 17	 127. 165131, -63,55 3 10 808 17	 041, 17	 045,
*12921.199. 711009. 7 032. 71236. b2547. 93.86 34 47 808 7 653. 7	 717,
*12984,145. 771013, 172049, 172841. 1718 2. -61.44 2 11 802 172720. 112750,
tl2992.1 52. 771014 72732. 739 0 b5217. 95.9B 35 47 80.2 73351, 73359.
*13120.182. 771023. 83520. 84712. 8 022, 94.69 34 47 802 84128a 942 4:
*131+33.143. 711027. 185526. 19 324. 185237. -60.62 2 11 808 19 217 * 19	 225,
*13248.117. 771101. 94252, 95459. 9 813, 93.47 34 47 808 94919, 94933,
*13311.171, 771105. 20	 315. 2011	 0, 20 026. -61,83 2 11 808 20 936. 201014,
r	 3.
20
EB-07 .25 0 Search
LA11,Tk1DE	 RANGE	 IS 38.75	 TO	 39.25
LONGITUDE RANGE 15 2119.75 TU 290.25
VEE.KS128
	 10155 BEING SEARCHED
*12864.129, 771005, b1938, 63054, 54412. 97.25 35 47 808 62	 b; 6	 4
*13390„161. 771111. 103515. 105517. 10	 12b, 97.63 33 54 808 103954, 1040 0,
*13717.1822. 771204, 131746. 133740, 1244	 0. 97.20 33 54 M 132226, 132228
*13879.142. 771215 233632. 234559. 233219. -44.94 4 14 808 234437,.234445.
*14243.119. 780110. 173153, 175446, 17	 055. 97.67 30 54 808 173925, 171929;
*14405,170. 780122. 3534b. 4	 310. 34929. "44.54 4 14 8G8 4 155. 4	 155,
N	 *14570.144, 780202. 2014	 6, 203654, 194311. 97.32 030 054 806 202137,°.02143,
*15059.144, 10309. 91820. 92752. 91413. _-45.30 004 014 868 92631, 92b31,
*15096,181, 780312, 03355. 054 6, 0	 0 6. 97.76 033 054 808 03838. 03°40,










L ATITU DE RANGE is 38,00 TO 40.00
L• UNGITUDE RANGE IS 289,00 TLS 291.90
vEEK5128 T0155 OEING SEARCHED
*12736.101, 770926. 511u4. 52245. 43b 7, 98,53 35 47 808 5! A ',9. 131457,
*12627.189. 771000, 15	 215. 151156. 145817, -4.5,81 3 14 8G t3 151019, 151041,
*12564.129, 771005. b193b. 63054. 54412. 97.25 55 47 806 62222, 1321:56
*12992,152 2 111.014. 7a732, 739	 0. 65217, 95, 98-, 5 47 P02 73027. 73035.
*13063,126. 771019. 75415, 8 530, 71847. 98.011 35 47 802 757 9, 75737,
*13390m161 2 771111 103515, 105517 10	 126 2 97.63 33 54 608 103938, 104016,
*13518.194, 771120. 119252. 12 232, 11	 912, 96,43 33 54 802 114722, 116740,
*13589,172 2 771125 115949 12-5015 113557 2 98,47 23 55 eud 121427. 1214+1,
*13717,182. 711204. 131746, 133740, 1244	 0, 97.20 33 54 808 132210, 1322ub,
tj3j7	 , Iae, 771206,, 2229	 5. 2?3bl9: 222432, 43.73 4 14 8C8 2237 0, 2 23714.
*13788alb3. 771209. 134135. 14 456. 131926, 99,32 31 55 808 134918, 134918.
*L384rr117. 771213, 142235 144456 135146 96,01 30 54 8Ge 142956, 1430	 4,
*13879,,142. 771215. 233632, 234559. 233219. -44.94 4 14 8Gb 234421 ,. 234 5 	 1.
*1. 391t,174, 711218. 1452	 7. _15.1.219. 141813, 98.13 3$ `s5 . _ .84t! 1456.37, 1 .3 57	 3,
*14115,183. 780101, 162657, 164723, 155257, 98.92 33 55 808 163137, 163147,
* 4 u ia 0 a 1734 9 173945.
*14405,170. 760122. 35346, 4	 310. 34929. -44,54 4 14 808 4 139, 4	 211:
* 14 5 -7-0-, -1	 4 .-4 180202, 2014	 t, R03654, 94 97.3 e 03 0 O y u 808 202121. 202159.
*14931.122, 780228. 81043, 81957, 8 616. •44.05 004 014 8t1 8 81836, '81858.
*14968,158, 780302.1 232.6	 9. 2346 3 7, 225210. 99,01 033 055 LG8 233052. 2^31^0
*15025.114. 780307. 2,357	 9, 02641, 233339. 95.65 023 054 802 01149. OU49,
*15059,144, 780309 91820 92752 91413 -45 2 30 004 014 606 92b1S. 92647.
*15096.181. 789312. 03355. 054 6. 0	 0 6, 97.76 033 054 808 03822 6 1556.
*15224,113. 780321. 14126. 2	 115. 1	 747. 96.59 033 054 808 19557, 14619.
*15258.143, 780323. 10542. 11	 2	 1, 104819. -44.35 004 014 808 11	 033. 11	 1	 1,
*15295	 117, 780326. 2	 E	 B. 22833. 13412. 98.72 033 055 808 21248. 2-13	 2,
*15386.112, 780401. 12	 031, 1210	 8. 115629. -45.66 004 014 802 12	 831. 12 055o
*15423.110, 780404. 316	 5. 33610, 24219,, 97,43 033 054 808 _ 321	 .9.._





1EB-10 .25 0 Search
LATITUDE RANGE 15 27.25 TO 27.75
LUNGIIUDE R AN GE IS 271.75 TU 272925
WEEKS 6 TU 41 BEING SEARCHED
* 3362.797. 751205, 1 526. 	 1223x. 03548.
	
88.30 32 47 808 1 S 0.	 4.
	










LATITUUE RANGE 1S 26.50 TU 28.5U
LONGITUDE RANIA 15 271 0 00 TU 273.00 -
WEEKS 6 IU 41 BEING SEAkCNED
	
* 2657.359. 751014. 192220, 1931 8. 184158.	 87.62 40 50 802 19	 416•	 ~
	
2706.406. 751U18. 55122. 55936. 54925, 	 73.21	 1	 11 802	 55743• 55753•
	
* 2728.423. 751019, 194918. 195813. 19 841, 	 89.66 40 50 802 1951 3, 195115,
* 2777 2 451, 751023,	 618 3 2 62440, 616 8. -71,17	 1	 11 @G2	 62440, 625 49	 ^-
	
* 3055,607. 751111, 223244, 220141. 215215.	 88,98 40 50 802 223417. 223'449.	 G
	
+ '	 * 3382.797. 751205,	 1 826, 1223b. 03548.	 88.30 32 47 848 E 11746, 118229
3510857. 751214. 225 8. 25036.	
,b
	
14412.	 86,94 40 67 802	 22610. 22612.	 O r^W
	
=--	 * 3581.895, 751219. 25155,?17 4 a . 21054.	 88.99 41 67 842	 25256. 25328.	 ^ r
	
* 3709. 76. 751228. 4 012. 42549. 31918.	 87.63 40 67 842	 4 116, 4 136.
	
* 3780.130. 7b0102, 427 8, 45251, 34559, 	 89.61 41 67 802	 42821. 42833.	 C:!
ul





















EB -13 .25 0 Search
EATITUUE RAMA- IS 29.95	 TU	 30.45
i UNG11U0E	 KANGE	 13 284.55 TU 285,05
6EEKS	 0	 To 33	 bEljvl, SEARCHED 00
0
^
k	 1346.201. 750111. 72518, 73423. 65036. 99.33 34 44 e	 2 73158, 732	 61
x	 1 1497.' #9. 75U724 8155	 U. 19	 3	 0, 185134. -57,41 3 12 /GH_ 19	 1	 0. 19	 1	 4.
2358.	 27. 750923. 16	 354. 161422. 152820. 99.26 35 47 802 16	 940. 16 946. C'
k2549,237, 751UG7 33133 34055. 32913. -57.47 2 12 8G	 _ 33839. 33841• ^ b
28$4.511. 751030. 2021	 7. 203858. 1947	 6. 99.24 34 52 802 202826. 202832. >





LATITUDE RANGE IS 31.20	 TO	 33,20
LONGITUDE RANGE I3 283,80 TO 285.80
NEEKS	 U	 r0 33 BEING SEARCHED
* 183.	 21, 750422. 221012, 223756. 2146	 0, 97,39 24 52 7C8 222626. 222656.
* 189.	 27. 750423. 75917. 8	 756, 75643. -54.54 2 12 708 8 657, 6 7 9,^.
* 581.526. 750521. 12E31, 14947• 056269 98.71 32 54 802 1	 8. •
* 843,709. 750608, 1327 8. 1336	 4. 132410. -55,98 2 12 802 1334	 0. 133436.
* 1107.	 86, 750627. 539	 0. 6 330, 51525, 98.67 23 49 8G2 556 5. 55629.
* 1170.101. 750701. 161629. 162025. 16	 752. -56'.69 8 13 802 161742. 1618	 0,
* 1235.157. 750706. 65854, 71639, 62354, 97.28 35 53 802 7 420, 7	 448.
* 1241.160. 750706. 163827. 164545. 163436. -54.64 3_ 12 706 164448, 1645 2.
* 1306.201. 750711. 72518. 73423. 65038, 99.33 34 44 802 73134, 73142•
* 1369.256. 750715, 174944, 17552x. 1743	 5. -56 2 02 6 13 70b 175255. 175331,
* 1434.340, 750720. 83445. 85123. 759 6. 97,95 35 53 70d 83932, 84010•
* 1497,399. 750724, 1855	 0. 19	 3 	 0, 1115134. -57.41 3 12 70819 _12. 4, 19	 1240_
N * 1562.445. 75U729. 94051, 95118, 9 735, 96,57 33 44 802 948	 1, 94811,
* 1568.452. 750729. 192227. 1929149 191817. -55.36 4 11 802_ 1. 9211	 9, 192843•
* 1633.526. 750803, 101056. 102739. 93419, 98.62 36 54 862 1014579 101523,
* 1960,262. 150826 125436, 13	 411, 1217541, 97.91 36 47 802 125824, 1259 2.
* 208E,377, 750904. 135815. 141454. 132626. 96.53 31 49 802 14 652. 14	 7	 0,
* 2094.382. 750904, 2340	 3, 2348	 4. 2337 8. -55.39 _2_ 1. 1 802 2347	 0, 234734.
* 2159.428, 750909. 14,2449. 143832, 135248. 98,67 32 46 802 143328, 1433:2.
* 2222 475. 750914. 05031. 05618. 04511. -56.67 5 12 802 055	 1. 055199
* 2358.	 27. 750923. 16	 354, 161422. 152820. 99.26 35 47 802 16	 914. 16 M.
* 2 1421 j02 75U928 22612 23139q 22047. -56.10 5 11 802 23037. 23111.
* 2486.160. 751002. 171210. 172730, 163647, 97.89 35 51 808 171	 1 171751.
* 249e.169. 751003, 25215. 25941. 24729. -54.04 4 13 808 25755. 25755.
* 2620.318. 751012. 4	 028. 4	 752. 35556. -55.42 4 12 6'02 4	 548, 4	 6 22.
* 2748.437. 751021. 5 922. 51648. 5 423. -56.79 4 13 802 51413. 51429.
* 2813.472. 751025. 195x54. 201411, 192023, 97.19 34 54 802 dO 049, 20	 115.
* 2814.474, 75102b, 53714. 543 b. 531	 6. -54.74 b 13 802 54114. 54132.
* 2884.511. 751030. 2021	 7. 203858. 1947	 6. 99.24 34 52 1'02 e0	 8	 0. 2628ro.
* 2947,540. 751104. 64131._ 65124. 63'132, -56.12 1 12 802 6+922, 64954•
* 3012.578. 7511v8. 2131	 5. 22 336. 205532. 97,86 35 69 802 d 1.55b 5, 21363b,
* 3018.582. 751109. 713	 2. 71624, 1	 615, -54.07 6 13 802 71641, 71641•
p # 314{1.654. 751117, 223912. 2250	 U. 22 358, 96.50 3b 47 802 a	 44	 4, 22 44-52.
* 3146.656. 75111b. 81912. 82637. 81440. -55.43 4 12 8U2 82432. 825	 6.
* 3211,695. 151122. 23	 5	 6. 231728, 223040, 98.55 34 47 802 231116. 2311414.







EB-15 .25 0 Search
LAT.lTUUE RANG[. IS 32.05 TO 32.55
LUNGITUDE RANGL 13 284,45 TO 284.95
wE.EKS 28 T0155 bEING SEAKHEU
* 2947.540. 751104. b4131. 65124. b3932. 	 56.12	 1	 12 E02	 b4 938m 64938o
* 3012.578. 751106. 2131 5. 22 336. 205532,	 97.86 35 69 802 213612. 21361€1.
* 3146.656. 7 17-1,118. 81912. 82637. 81440, -55.43	 4	 12 e02	 82452. 8 4 4.
* 3473.841. 151211. 11 540. 111547, 105b10	 -56.09	 7	 18 E02 11 816. 11 816.
* 40b4,316a 760122. 6 741, 6404d * 532843,	 97.93 34 69 602	 61325. 61319.
* 4525.200, 760223, 194029. 194b 6. 1_.93512. -56.U1	 5 11 b08194518. 194522.
* 9590.240, 7bO22b. 101529, 103456, 9511U, 	 97.99 24 44 e 0 b 103154. 103156.
* 4917.127. IbUi2g 13 911. 132126. 123433.	 97.37 34 47 708 131511. 131513.
	
5116.389. 76U405. 144625. 145217. 14 934.	 98.08 36 43 dub 145020.14 0i:0,
* 5443 227. 160428 172141 173939. 165256. 	 97.45 34 47 706 173334. 173338.
* 5969.1 46. 1606U4. 214654. 21574+. 211051.	 91.66 36 47 808.2!51	 ,	 1	 ,
* 6103,103, 76U614, 	 83441, 84140. 83014. -55.70 	 4	 12 8(18 v 84020, 84026,
* b629,135. 160721, 125253. 125954. 124824. -55.54 	 4 12 80H i	 4 a 125838,
* 6956.!57. lb ot)13. 1534 6, 1543 1. 153136. -56.12 	 2 12 808 154142. 154142.
* 7021.121. 760816. b231U. 63337. 54732.	 97.88 35 47 708	 62 V i . 62818,
	
7155.151. 1bU627 2 1111 2 2 171759, 17 630. -55.37	 4	 12 808 _17!644._1 7.1.644.
* 734E.147. 7b0910. 85E32, 91738. 63043.	 97.30 27 47 808	 91121, 91121.
* 7482.169. 76U919. 1954 be 20 1 7. 194941, -55,95	 4	 12 8G$ 195947. 1959519
* 1547.134. 760924, 103332. 1U5230, 10 537, 	 98.04 27 47 808 104623. 104623.
* 7874.179. 761017, 131638, 133540, 124847. 	 91.47 27 47 808 1329,25. 132929.
* 8008.127, 161027,	 0 955.	 01911.	 U 745.	 -55.7F,^	 2	 12 EOii	 01751,	 .
* 8534.144. 7 b 1203. 43011. 43711, 42544• -55.59	 4 12 8ii8	 43552. 43558.
* 8861.165. 76122b,	 71311. 72014, 7 848. -56,15 	 4	 12 808	 118 ,5 4,	 '11854,
* 9253.lb7. 770123.	 04313, 05438. 0 746,	 97.30 35 41 848	 04824, 048,24.
* 9387.118. 770201, 1131 6. 1138 7. 112b41. -55.94	 4	 12 bob 1136 47. 1 1 6 a
* 9452.170. 17020b, 218 5, 22924, 14235,	 98.07 35 4 7 808	 22321a 22321,
* 9779.115, 77U301. 44955. 51225. 42534.	 97.54 24 47 808	 S 612.	 6 .





*10305,134.	 77U4U7.	 91857.	 930	 9.	 84320.	 97.76	 35	 47	 808	 b,	 ^^•
*10439.149.	 710416.	 20	 642.	 201342.	 20	 213.	 -55.46	 4	 12	 8U8	 2 0 122 5 .	 201221,
*10766.107.	 710509.	 224931.	 225634,	 2245 7.	 -55.9b	 4	 12 808	 2 25513.
*10831.153.	 770514.	 133633.	 13+743,	 13	 059,	 98.04	 35	 47	 808	 13,"145.	 134145,
*11158.108.	 770606.	 161513,	 163U38.	 15352.	 97.53	 31	 47	 808	 6	 4	
0."'.
*11292.133.	 770616.	 3	 452,	 314 9.	 3 242.	 -55.70	 2	 12 808	 31248.	 31256,	 © 0
*118.18.143.	 710723,	 72221,	 73140•	 72011.	 -55.39	 2	 12	 808	 7	 O2	 •	
^
*12011.159.	 77U805.	 231915,	 233036.	 224350.	 97,43	 35	 47	 80ti	 232428.	 232430,	 o
*12145.107,	 770815.	 10	 450.	 1014	 9.	 ll0	 2 4 1.	 -55.79	 2	 12	 808	 4	 •	 0 >
*12671.139.	 170921.	 1428	 0.	 143130.	 142U17.	 -55.50	 7	 12	 8U p 	143029.	 113031,	 ^"`	 ;_
*12998.157.	 771014.	 17 526,	 171425.	 17	 259.	 -55.95	 2	 12 802	 •	 •	
^ -*1306 3.128.	 771019	 75415.	 8 530.	 71847.	 98,08	 35	 47	 842	 75933,	 75933.	 0
*13390916i.	 771111.	 103515.	 105517.	 10	 12b.	 97,63	 33	 54	 808	 4	 ,
*13524.201,	 7 71120.	 2122	 4.	 213120.	 211953.	 -55.49	 2	 12	 602	 2130	 5.	 2130	 7.
*13851.121.	 711214.	 0	 455,	 01352.	 0	 227.	 -55,91	 2	 12	 808	 •	 ,
*142439119.	 /80110,	 173153.	 175446,	 17	 055,	 9 7.67	 30	 54	 LOB	 174133.	 1741410
*14377,149.	 780120.	 42147.	 431	 3,	 41936.	 -55,51	 2	 1	 808	 42946.	 42. 95 0 •
*14570,144,	 780202.	 2014	 6.	 203654,	 194311.	 97.32 030	 054	 806	 20.2349,	 202349,
*14704.196.	 780212.	 7	 4	 9,	 71327,	 7 2 2.	 -55.91	 002 012 808	 f 17 a.	 7 1 2TT-.-
*15096.181.	 790312,	 03355,	 054 6,	 0	 0	 6,	 97.76	 033	 054 808	 011044,	 04052.
*15423.110,	 780404.	 316	 5.	 33610•	 24219•	 97,43	 033	 054	 6011 	 32257.	 S 2 7;-	 r






LATITUDE RANGE. 1S 31.30 TO 33.30
LONGITUDE RANGE IS 283.70 TO 285,70	
- -
viEEKS 28 10155 BEING SEARCHED
w
N
*	 2884,511..751030. 2021	 7, 203858, 1947 6. 99.24 34 52 80' 2	 . G
*	 2941.54 0.' '751104., 64331, b5124. b3932. -56,12 1 12 6U2 64424.
.
64958.
* 3012.578. 751108, 2131	 5, 22 33b, 205532, 97.86 35 69 86 213 56. 21 6 4,
*	 3018.582._ 751109, 113	 2, 71824. 7 615 -54,07 6 13 602 71643. 71643.
*	 3140.654. 751117. 223912. 2250 0 4 22 3bb, 96,50 35 47 802 224422 * 224434.
*	 3146.656. 751118, 81912, 82637. 81440. -55.43 4 12 802- 82434. 825	 8.
*	 3211.695. 751122. 23 5 6. 231728, 223040. 96.55 34 47 802 231120, 231142.
* 3	 39.776, 751202, 01425, 02313. 2339	 X61, , 97.19_ 3_5 45 80b 01928. 41_958,_
*	 3473,8414 151211, 11	 540, 111547» 105810. ---5b,09 7 lb 802 11	 8	 2, 11	 836•
* 3666.	 40, 751225, 25713, 33028, 22234 1 96.53 34 by 802 3 258. 3	 310.
*	 3737.	 93. 751230. 324	 U. 35725, 24915, 98.58 34 69 8027 32955. 33017.
*	 3865.190, 760108, 43215, 5 538 2 35739, 97,22 34 68 802 438 3, 43833.
*	 3936.239. 760113. 45921. 53145, 42420. 99.29 35 68 708 5 518. 5 521•
*	 4064.316, 1b0122. 6	 141, 64o4b, 53243, 97 2 93 34 69 602 613 7. 61345+
*	 4263.	 3b. 7b0205. 73210. 75021. 7	 74b, 98.63 24 43 808 74828. 14848.
* 4397
	 1a3. 76Ug14 183130. 183834. 162651. -54.66 4 12 608 1837	 5, 183719
* 4525.200. 7bu223, 194029. 194b	 b. 193512. -5b,01 5 11 808 1945 4, 194540.
*	 4590,240, 740248, 101529, 103456, 95110. 97.99 24 44 E08 . 103134, 103212.
41852,	 49. 760317. 2224	 0, 223034. 221835. -56.63 5 12 808-e--22827- , EU 847,
*	 4913.121, 760322, 13	 911. 132126. 123433. 97.37 34 47 74b 131457, 131531*
* 5045.296. 760331. 1417	 2, 143238, 134254. 96.U1 34 50 M -142318. 142318.
* 516,38ls 760405, 144625, 14.934, 5',3. 08 36 43 bob 1 4 5 0 	 0. 1 450360
* 5244.554. 160414, 155258, 16	 4	 3, 151756, 96.73 35 47 BOB 155820. 1558^5•
*	 5315.105. 7b041-9, 161937. 163040. 154435. 9E11 .80 35 +ll 808 162521 * 162537.
* 5443.227. 760428, 172741. 173939, 165256, 97.45 34 47 758 173320. 17335b.
* 5642.472. 760512, 19	 031. 19144b 2 182755, 98,18 32 47 808 19 825 n 19	 857.
*	 5770.162. 7bU521, 201218. 2020 5, 193615, 96.84 3b 44 b08 ` 201639. 201659.




EB-15	 1' Search (cont.)
* 5b41.228. 1bO526. 403931. 204942. 2 0254, 98.91 .36 47 808 204342. 204356.
* 5904,102. 7bU531 65919. 7 b2G 65456. -56.36 4 12 80th 7 450. 7	 516.
* 5969.14b. 760604. 214654. 215744. 211051. 97.6 b 36 47 bGb 215115. 215153.
r	
* 6097	 167 IbUo13. 225532 23 630 221931. 96.23 Sts y 7 8G8 225955. 23	 0	 1.
* 6103.103. 760614. 83441. 8414U. 83U14. -55.70 4 12 808 840	 6. 84042. -_--
* 6168,15b, 7bQ618 9 d324	 0 2332S8. 224610 9b,31 37 4 7 668 232644. e32712,
* b231.12b• 7bU623, 94153. 949 4 6, 93832. -57.U.S 3 i2 bub 94824. 94834,
* 6302	 Uu 76Ub28 10	 945. 101640, 10	 510 -54.95 4 12 BLfi 101516.
z10158.
* 6367.155. 7b U 113. 056 51 1	 752 021	 6, 99.05 35 47 1108 1	 1518. 1	 2	 Be
ror
* 9 CUIU 1	 b	 1 1140	 i 13211 5b 2b 2 c'7 bt^e 112320. y u1123 0
* 65U1.107. I bU 112, 11 4 141. 115146. 1140	 5, -54.21 1 12 eud 115031. 115033,
_	 * b6R3,l29,..U(j721 313	 1. 4	 9 4 '^ 5 u e08 318 be 31816.
w	 * b629,135. 760721. 125253, 125952. 124824. -55.54 4 12 808 12581b, 1 25852• C rd
^'	 * 6 6 94	 u 760?2o. 340 2 5113 3	 419 48,47 35 47 808 34457. 34521. -
* 6757.172. 7bo730, 14	 058. 14	 757. 135b41. -5b,87 4 12 eUb 14 633. 14	 647.
* b8	 126 7 bud (14 442'	 6. 145933 2 131237. 91.14 35 47 Bub 453	 1. 453e9,
* bbde.132. Ib iit!04. 142521. 103450. 142319. -54.79 2 12 8 C h 143329. 143347.
* b1393 U8u9 bia	 1 52557, 43910 99222 34 u7 806 52010. 52016 n
* 6956,157. 1bu813, 1534	 6. 1543	 1, 153136. 56.12 d 12 808 154128. 1542 2.
1021.121. 76081),i. b2310. 63337. 54732. 97.88 35 47 708 62756. 62e34,
* 7084.196, 7bUb22, 164247. 1651	 0, ib3954. -57,45 2 12 808 164946. 164q4b,
t_7149,147, 7bU821 731	 b, 74244, b554b. 96.56 35 417 bCb 73612. 13626.
* 7155,151. 160827, 1711	 20 171759, 17	 630, -55.37 4 12 608 17ib2b, 171658.
* 7 2 a	 4 , l bU9UI. 75810 2 8 918 72226 98,63 35 47 La 08 a 3 8. 8	 328,
* 72e3.1bb, 1b09U5, 181723. lb26	 7. 181447. -5b.70 2 12 b U 6 102 4 399 182457.
* 7348	 147. 7bU910 85832. 9173ti 83043. 97.30 21 47 eli8 911	 7. 91139.
* 7354.155. 7bU910. 184321, 1853	 4. 184125. -54.b3 1 12 e08 185139, 185153.
°	 * 7419	 122. 760915 92525. 944 U 85720. 99.3b 2e 47 e0b 93820. 93822.
*
i




	 1* Search (cont.)
w
a
*	 7547.134. '60924. 103332. 105230. 16	 531. 98.04 27 47 808 1046	 S. 104639.
*.7610.122. 160928. 21	 049, 21	 912. 205758. -51.29 2 12 608 21	 750. ci	 754.
* 7675,173. 761003. 114139. 12	 047, 111353, 96.72 27 47 e08 1 V3411. 11	 4	 .
*	 7661.179. 76100S. 212641 2134 5. 212435. -55.21 2 12 eob 213435, c135	 3.
*	 7746.154, 7b10Wi, 12	 831. 122721. 114U3U, 98.80 28 47 eL8 1221	 6. 1221	 2.
*	 7874.175. 161017, 131638. 133540. 124647, 97.47 27 47 808 132911. 132949,
*	 8002.119. 761026. 143223. 144357. 1357	 3, 96.15 35 47 e48 143721. 14	 7	 1,
*	 800 e.le7. 761027, 0	 955. 01911, U	 74 5. - 55.713. -- 2 12 8 0 8-. 01737, 0181,5,
*	 8073.184. 761031. 145136, 151031. 142334. 98.23 27 47 e(;8 15	 411. 15	 441.
* 8136,159, 761105, 12245. 132	 2. 116	 0. -57.10 6 17 e08 12552. 126	 0.
*	 8201,116, 161109, 155942, 161848, 153155 n 96.90 21 u7 806	 161219. lblt4l,
*	 8272.174. 761114. ib2635. 16452U, 155632. 98.98 28 47 608 163922. 163934.
*	 852P.137, 761202, 184245, 19	 1	 6. 1815	 2, 96.34 21 47 868 185526. 16 5 49
*	 8534.144. 761203. 43011. 43711, 42544. - 55.59 4 12 808 43536. 43(:12.
*	 8599.111. 7612U7, 19	 937, 192828, 184138, 98.42 27 41 808(192214. 192240.
*	 86bc.170. 761212. 53e14. 54516. 53358, -56.91 4 12 808 54350, 544	 4,
*	 8861.165, 761226. 71311. 72014, 7	 848, -56.15 4 12 eo8 71840. 71912.
*	 9054.lo4. 770106. 23	 8	 3. 231936. 223242. 96.60 35 47 808 2313 6. 231320.
*	 906U.169, 170109. b4754. 85452. 64324. -55.33 4 12 808 85320. 85352.
*	 9125.133. 7101139 2335	 7, 234621, 225933, 98,61 35 47 808- 234013. 234035.
*	 9166,116. 71U118. 95610. 10	 314. 95153. -56.71 a 12 808 10	 145, 10	 2	 3,
*	 9253.161. 710123, 04313, 05 4 38 1 U	 746, 91.30 35 47 808^ 04810. 04842.
* 9259,172. 770123. 1U2024. 1030	 9. 101828. -54.63 1 12 808 102842. 102856.
*	 9387,118. 170201, 1131	 0. 1136	 7. 112641. -55.94 4 12 e08 _113633. 1137	 9,
*	 9452.17U. 77U2U6, 218	 5, 22924. 14235. 98.07 35 47 6L8 223	 1. c2337,
*	 9515.142. 77U210. 1239	 6. 124610. 123454. -51.25 4 12 e0b 124446. 124450.
*	 9580.114. 77U215, 326	 8. 33738, 25046. 96.76 35 47 808 3	 110. is	 •
*	 9586.123. 710215. 13	 333. 131256. 13	 128. -55.17 2 12 e08 13112e. 131156.
*	 9651.180. 770220, 353	 6, 4	 4	 0, 31721, 98.84 35 41 6U8 358	 7,, .351623-
*	 9714,14U. 170224. 141215. 1421	 3. 14	 940. -56,48 2 12 etb 141932. 141956.
*	 0719.115. 770301. 44955. 51225. 42534. 97.54 24 41 80d 5 558. 5 93-6.
*	 9907.144. 77U31U. 55112. 62026, 53332, 96,28 23 47 e0b 61356. 614	 2,
*	 9913.152. 770310, 154e4l. 155542. 154414. -55.65 4 12 e46 1554 6, 15544d,





	 1 0 Search (cont.)
*1011	 .142. /70324, 172350. 17304b, 171915. -54.9 4 4 12 808 172921 0 172943,
*10177.112. 710329. 81056, 82148, 735 8, 99,08 35 47 M 816 0, 81610.
*10240.157. 774402. 183149, 183852, 182727. -56.25 4 12 808 18:5119. 183749,
*10305.134. 770407. 91857, 930	 9, 84320, 91.76 35 47 808 92344. 92422,
*10311.137. 770407. 185843, 191010. 1854	 1. -54.16 4 17 808 19 421 * 19 429,
*10433.146. 17U41b. 102654, 103b23, 95131. 96.47 35 47 BOB 103155. 1032	 7.
*10439.149, 7:0416. 20 642, 201342, 20	 213. -55,46 4 12 8011 0 2012 S. 12	 1.
*10504.137. 770421. 10534b. 11	 446, 1018	 5. 98.55 35 47 808 105845, 1059	 7.
*10567.110. 170425. 211439. 212142, 211023. 4 56.77 4 12 808 2120 ,
*10632.155. 770430. 12	 147, 121259, 112615, 97.25 35 47 8U8 12 639. 12	 7119
*10703,134. 770505. 122632. 123929, 1152499 99.34 35 47 808 123349 0 ►-
*10766.107. 710509. 224931 225634. 2245 7. -55.98 4 12 808 225459, 225535.
o
w	 *10831.153. 710514, 133633. 134743, 13	 059, 98.04 35 47 808 ^ ^
`n	 *10694.13U. 770518. 2356 9, 0 432. 235317. ---57.28 2 12 608+ 0 3 9, 0 313.
*10959.1083. 770523. 144434, 145555, 14	 9	 9. 96.74 35 47 808 1 144 933, 1449ST7 q
*10965.112. 770524. 02156, 03120. 51951. -55.19 2 12 858 02951. 03019, 0
*11093.136. 170602. 13033, 13921, 128	 0. -56.49 2 12 1308
*11158.108. 770606. 161513. 163038, 154352, 97.53 31 47 808 lb2416. 162454.
*11164.112. 710407, 15636, 2 617, 15433. -54.40 2 12 806 ,
*11292.133. 710blb, 3 452, 314	 9. 3 242« -55.70 2 12 808 31234. 31310.
*11357.107. 770620. 175231, lb	 518. 171833. 98.34 33 47 608 17b9	 1, 1 IbUb,
*11420,154. 770625, 41329. 422 13. 41051. -51.00 2 12 808 42043, 42055,
*11491,127. 170630. 43927, 44654, 43123, 454.	 0 2 1 808 411731. 4 475T .
*11556.106. 770704, 1929	 1. 193950. 1135314, 99.12 35 47 8084!934 8. 193416.
*11812.141. 770722. 214452, 215619, 21	 929, 96.54 35 47 808 2391 33;°235`7;
*11818,143. 770723, 72221. 73140, 72011. -55.39 2 12 8 f8i 730 5. 73039.
w	
*11883.130. 770727, 221139, 222241. 2136	 1. 98 9 t4 35 47 M i ,
*11946,106, 770801, 83359. 83923. 128	 29 -56.bl 5 12 808{ 83754. 83814.
*12011.159. 710805, 231915, 23303b, 2 4	 0. 97 .43 3b 4 . '262450, 
-- M
EB-15	 1° Search ^cont.)
*12Ui7.It4. 77U80b, 85634, 9	 bib. 85432. -54.50 2 12 8Cb 9 450, 9	 5	 U.
*1201121132. 770810. 234620, 235719, 231040, 99,45 35 47 L'68 _ 4 235142. 235142.
*12139.101. 110815. U2716. 03846, 235215. 96.01 35 41 cUb 03239. U3239.
*1 ,2 1 4"Ig 7, 710815, l o	 450. 1014	 9. 10	 241, -55.79 2. 12 808- 101233, 1013	 9.
*12210.177. 770820, U54	 8, 1	 513, 01829. 98,24 35 47 808 059	 1. 05931,
*12273.135. 7101124. 111355, 11221b, 1111	 3, -57 2 14 2 12 808 - 112055. 1121	 1.
*12338,101. 770829. 2	 O u B, 21338. 12652. 96.89 33 47 800 2	 716, 2	 738.
*1a3449106, 77Ub29, 1139/41, 1149	 3, 113734. -55.03 2 12 Ll 0 tL, 1147311, 1148	 2.	 1
*124U4.in2, 7/U9U3. 22726. 23957. 15324. 98.99 34 Q7 18U8 23414, 23426.
*Id543.107, 770912 1320	 0, 1324	 U. 131211. -54.21 7 12 808 132237. 132,239.
*12671,139, 770921. 1426'	 0. 14313U. 142017. -55.50 7 12 e0b 143U	 9, 143045.
*12736,101. 77U92b, 51144, 52245, 43b	 7. 96+.53 35 47 8U8 51645. 517	 9,
' *12799,165. 77093U, 1530511. 153940. 152823. -56.78 2 12 8Gb 153815, 153831.
--- *j?-b.64, leg . 771UU5. 61938 b3054. 54412. 97.25 35 47 b0 t, 62436. 625 8,
*12870.131. 771005, 155b50, 16	 632. 155450. -54.68 1 12 8UB 16 5 6. 16 522.
w *12935,101, 7 710IU, 64621. 65721, n1v43, 99.3n 35 1:1 LU8 b5143. b5145.
*12998.151. 7NO14, 11	 526. 171425, 17	 259.. -55,95 2 12 8U2 171251. 171327.
*1;1063,128, 771U19, 75415. 8	 530_. 71847 98,08 35 47 802 75913. 75949.
*13126.190. 171023. 181355. 18221b, 1011	 3. -51.23 2 12 b0c 182055. 162059,
*13197.151, 1110211. 183538. 1849 3, !63733. -55,13 2 12 LUt1 1114735. 1848	 1.
*13325.182, 77110o. 194755, 19564"_ 194522. -56.34 2 12 8011- 195514, 195542.
_ *13390.161. 33 54 e0b ,104150, 104128,
^ i *13396.167. 771111, 201344. 202352, 2012	 1. -54,30 1 12 8C8 202229. 202235,
*13518-194. /7112 u. 114252. 12	 232, 11	 912, 96.43 33 54 802.114936. 114946.
*13524,201, 111120. 2122	 U, 213120, 211953. -55.49 2 12 802 212945. 213021,,
*13589,172, 711125. 1159 ,49, 123U13, 113557, 98,47 23 55 808 121635. 121x59
*13b5e.131. 771129. 223047. 223927. 222611. -56.83 2 12 868 2238 3, 2231!19.
*13711.182. I11e„Q4. 1317,4b, 13	 740, 1244	 0. 97.20 33- 54 801+_132424.- 1324540
*15768.163. 771209. 134135. 14	 456, 131U28. 99.32 31 55 eOb 135126. 135130,
*13845.117, /1121 j, 142235. 144454, 135146. 96001 30 54 t:Ct+ 143210, 14Sc1U.
»^-- *13851.121. 771214, U	 455. 01352, 0	 227. -55.11 2 12 8Gt' 01219. 012554
*13916.17 4. 11'21f'' 1452	 7, 15121',. 141t+ 13 2 9M ,13 33 55 eOt3145641. 145915.
*14115.163. loolol. 162657. itu723. 1':;5cS7. 98.92 33 55 CGb 163345, 163359.
1.







*14243.119, 780110. 173153, 175446. 17	 055. 91,67 30 54 808 171119. 1741579
























*14576.148, 780203. 55547. 6 530. 55352. -54.61 001 012 808 6 4 6. 6	 420.
* 464	 9 7802U7 204351, 21	 426 20 948 99.39 u34 055 808 205058. 205050, .^
*14704.19b. 780212. 7	 4	 9, 71327, 7 2	 2, -55,91 002 012 808 71154, 71230,
*14903.193, 780226. 83815. 84738. 83610_. -54.97 002 012 dG8 04616. 84638.
*14968.158. 780302. 2326	 9, 234637, 225210. 99.01 033 055 808,2333 2, 2333120
*15031,120, 780307 94652 95542 94420 -56,28 002 012 806 95412. 95442, -.
*15096,181. 780312. 03355. 054 6, 0	 0	 be 97.76 033 054 808 04030, 041	 8.
*15224,113, 1§0321, 14126, 2	 115 2 1	 7 47, 96,5_9 U 4 808 1481, ,3 14825. C '^
*15230.116. 780321. 112038, 112956. 111828@ • 59933 002 012 ;18 112824. 112856,
*15295,177, 780,32 h. a a 8 2833, 13412, 98,32 033 5155 808 21456, 21514,
-D*15423.1109 780404. 316	 5, 33610, 24219, 97.43 033 054 808 32243. 32319.




























i	 EB-16 .25 0 Search
LATIIUUE RAlvGE 18 42.25 TU 42.75
LONGITUDE kANGE IS 229.75 TV 230925
OEEKS 11 T0155 UEING SEARCHES:
	
* 2389. 62. 753925, 203915. 211449, 26 3410.	 34,24 35 72 802 2040589 2041 2. 	 --
* 6871.1D7. 161227. 102444. 103758. 1017 1. -101.23	 7	 21 80$ 103037, 103039,
* 9156.156. 71UII b.	 953. 41328, 331449,	 33.61 35 39 808 412 3, 412 3,
	
* 9355.170. 71013u. 54452. 55628. 5 938.	 34,38 35 47 8C6 . 54658, 547 U.
* 9403.130, 714202. 143157. 145521. 143513. -101.10 	 2 21 808 144851. 1448[1.
*10208.1341. 774331. 1245 5. 125138. 121024.	 34,07 34 4? 808 124738: 12474b,	 C
*10256 .166 , 770403. 2141 6. 215820. 213559. -101.41 	 5 23 808 2149310 214937,	 ^ y












LATIIULE HANGS IS 41.50 TU 43,50
LU14611UUE RA,v6L IS 229.00 TU 2319UU
WEEK S 11 10155 BEING SEARCHED
* 1511.4Ub. 150125. 22 346, 221915. 22 U	 7. -102.58 3 20 802 221321. c21339,	 s...	 -
* 1991..5Uas 150628. 172812. 175647. lb531b. 32.89 34 b4 802 173016. 173032.
* 2062.357. 15U902. 175547. 1831	 U. 1720	 2, 34.94 35 71 802 175718. 175740.
* ¢318.541, 750920. 2U12	 b. 2041133. 193b51. 32.18 35 72 e02 601355, 201351.
* 2389,	 02. 150925, 203515. 611449, 20	 340, 34,c4 35 72 802 204042, c04118.	
E
271b,415. 751Ulb. 232241• 0	 154. 22411 b. 33.54 35 75 1"02 632414. 232442.
* 2787,457. 151023. 634851. 02619. 231359. 35.59 34 73 802 235129. 235137.
* 2844.48'7. 151028, U2	 53 t I	 b	 1. 235543, 32211 34 71 602 03241, 03243.
A	 * 3043.599. 751111. 6	 `:	 3. 23521. 13054, 32.86 34 65 802 2	 748, 2	 8	 4.
°	 * 3361.789. 151203, 13	 219, 132240. 125819. -99.91 3 25 808 1312	 5, 131213.	 __-
* 4166.39 16U129. lI?.0	 V. 111740, 103442, 34.97 35 43 602 1112	 0. 1112Ku
* 4g21.269. 160301. 15	 127. 151512. 146629, 32.47 34 49 802 15	 327. 15	 345.	 _.._...._
* 6000.lUl. 74Ub07. 2c111, 23854. 14630. 32.5ts 34 53 d V b 22328 n 22 38.
* b071.151, 7bUble. d t4d24. 3	 `>	 9. 213	 9. 34,b3 .35 52 bG6 250196 25041.
* 6247.136. 760624. 124543, 1311	 4. 1247	 4. -lUC,19 2 2a 862 13	 018, 13	 044.
* 6318.115, lbub29. 131632. 133214. 131342. -1.00.12 2 19 608 132724. 13273b.	 -.-
* 1691.113. 1n1U05, U4u5b. 0513b. U3.6	 7. -1UU.31 1 19 bU6 04645, U47	 1,
* 789b.IIb, 7b1U19, 21553. 22153. 2	 8	 U. -99.41 1 20 COti 62152. 22154.	 ;.__..-..„
* !905.125. /61U19. 115851. 18	 231. 1124	 3, 32.07 34 39 buts 18	 1	 1. 16	 1	 9.
* 1976.193. 1b1U24. 161 5	2. lbd925. 11504U. 34.55 24 39 8Ub 182748. 1112818.	
-
* 8175.194, 7b 1107. 2U	 1	 4. 20	 421. 192533, 35.50 35 39 868 20 251. 20	 311•
* b640,144. 161209. 234110, 235b	 4, 231655. 33.42 e4 42 abb
^ 
235353. c35419.	 k
* 67 4 4.166. 7b16 1b. 91656. 912bb7, 9 9 6. -10U.U0 7 20 802 9225U, 923	 i1,	 -r
* 11756.1/1. 741219, U5413. 1	 b21. U25	 9, 36.09 29 42 tub 1	 2	 7. 1	 2	 7.
* db77.1U1. /b122/. lud444. 103/5b. 1017	 1. -101.23 7 21 808 103021. 103055.
* 9016,106. 111)11u. - 115957. 12115x._ 115210. -10U.55 7 2U 806 12 544.
-
12	 b	 4.
* 9156.156. /7011b. 4	 953. 4132ts. 53449, 33.6 1 35 39 80ts 41147, 4121 7.	 +-	 -
* 9221.148. 17U121. 43651. 14535,. 41	 125. 35. 69 35 - 53 e0b 43657, 435 3.	 _y
EB7 16	 1* Search (cont.)
* 9355.110. /Iul5u. 54452• 55b28. 5 938,	 34.38 35 47 808	 54844. 5^i71b.
* 94U3.130 . /7UdU2, 143751. 145521. 143513. -101.10_ 	 2 21 808 144835. 144 9 7.
* 9531,155. 77U211. 1546 2e lb 540. 1bA32b. -102.42 	 2 23 808 1551340. 1557 U.
* 9554.173. 110213.	 71948.	 74617. b4426.	 35.15 .55 b2 (iU8	 7214b.	 722" 4.
* 9753.1 /d. 710d27. b5448. 92115, 81913,	 35.92 35 63 808	 85649. d5b51.
* 1997.18 7. 170120. dU 616. 202512, 4U 1 12. • 1 U4, 19	 5 24 6'1x8 c01426. c01452.
*lUUao.115, 11032c. 113738. 110341. 11 212.	 35.38	 35	 42 84.,8 1139311. 11.1950.
*101 8.1'x3, I1US25, 2U33 U. dU52}0, 202'/47. -1UU.10	 5 25 L'0b c"04129. c04141.
*1Ud0t,134. 110331. 1245 5. 125136, 1d1U24. 	 34.07 34 42 ebb 124724. 1248 2.
*10,256.jbb, 17040:5. 2141 C. 215b2U. 213559. -1U1.41 	 5 23 80H x14915. 214953.
*10384.117, 71UU12. 224645. 23 220. 224410, -102.71 	 2	 19 dob 225724. x25138.
* 1053	 tb3	 J10423. 1528'2. 153443. 145341, 	 33.54 35 42 868 153019. 153U4/.
*1U65401UI« /7U5U2,	 04EIb,	 1 952. 04528. -99.84	 2 25 EG8	 U591b. 059122.
*10711.138, //USUb.	 1,2537,	 14341.	 127 5, -1U3.24	 2	 1/ 8Ub	 14019.	 14023.
*12616.196. 710917. 171453. 1126 9, 17 217. -102.78 	 12	 24 806 171531. 171545.
*146UU.190. 180219. 22751, 24450.	 15259.	 33.15 034 052 . 802 22957. 25011.
*14811.lbl. 780424 n 25030. 31115n 21912.	 65.32 0 35 053 802	 25436• d5650.
















	 15 51.75	 TU	 52.25
LUNGITLUE RANGE
	
1S 203.75 TO 204.25
WEEKS 63 701bb BE!N6 5EARCHEU
*10110.14u.	 17f1324. 142554. 143259. 135542. -4.30 30 38 80H 142928. 142932.
*12868.134.	 771U05, 13	 4	 0. 1316	 0 2 123124. -4.03 32 45 802 13	 5	 8, 13	 514. o
*14749.157.	 780215. 1135	 9. 114 4 35. 1122	 8. -115.40 013 023 802 1139	 b. 113910. 0
*14901,19.1.
	
760	 2o, 54242, 55646. 51236. -4.33__030 045 EG2 54622. 54606.
*15076,162.	 780310. 141547, 142b54, 14	 429. -115.78 011 023 806 - 142125, 142127. C'b
*15100.184 2 	180312. 71724, 73134, 64714. -3452 030 045 802 72110. 72110.







LATITIAE HM GE. IS 51,00 TO 53.00
LUNGI NNE RANGE 18 203.00 TU 205.00
VrEEKS 63 T0155 *LING SEARCHED
	
* 6404.1U9. 760705. 15 930. 152923. 15 7 5, -117.bb 	 2 23 602	 152343. 152-543.
	
* 8508.124. 7612u1. 83454. 836 2. 81922. -117.1 9 15 11 EC8	 836 0. 836 2.
	
* 8660.168, 101212. 2403 f1, 24559. 21024.	 •6.26 30 36 808	 24352. 24356.
	
* 8778,IU6. 761220, 10450, 103919. 102049. -114.35 	 14 - 1. 9- 60.8! 103751. 103811•
* 8859.162. 7bI226. 41522. 42045. 34515.	 -5.50 30 36 8081 41843. 41859.
* 9058.167. 170109. 54953. 55456. 5195U.	 -4,68 30 36 1'011' 55320. 55346,
* 9129.135. 770114. 617 1. 62143. 54641.	 -2.b7 3U 36 LIG8i 62039. 62055,
* 9186.114. 770118.	 65E24.	 7 539, 62819.	 -6.0b 30 38 8U8i 7 147.	 7 155.
* 9385,116, 170201. 833 9. 849 e. 8- 3 7.	 -5.29 36 46 6016	 83635. 83653.
* 9456.114. 17020b. 9 C 0. 9 921+, 82943.	 -3.21 3G 40 8t8	 9 333, 9 3W7,_
*10035.172. 770319. 135910. 14 626, 1329 7. 	 -6,38 3U 38 8C8	 14 235. 14 239.
*10110,14 +1. 770324. 142554. 143259, 135542. 	 -4.30	 30	 3b +'C8	 142916. 1429414,
*10157.174. 770327. 214415. 22 2 6. 213929. -114.46 	 4 23 808 215629, 215651.
*10181.115. 770329, 145230, 145718. 142216. 	 -2.20 30 36 806	 145620. 145630.
*10238.155, 770412. 153358. 154053, 15 353•	 -5.69 30 37 eOb	 153721, 153735.
*10707.1.64, 770505 2 19 335, 19l	 U. 1x33957.	 -1.94- 23 39 808 X1914 5. 191411.
*12868.134. 7110 1 5. 13 w o. 1316 0. 123120.	 -14,03	 32	 45 802	 13 458, 13 526,
*13114.111. 771U22, 22 033. 221217. 21494U. -113,36 	 14 23 t! C2 _ 22 656.2c -7 2.
*14024.102. 77122b. 54519. 55310, 53050, -116.73 14 23 868 	 54728.	 54744.
*1455U.125	 76U201	 951 U. IU13 U.	 94734. -116.23 009 026 tb8	 10 412, 10 436.
*14749,137. 180215. 1135 9. 114465. 1122 8. -115.40 013 023 602 	 113854, 1139i2.
*14901.191 78U226	 54242, 55b4h. 5123x.	 -4.33 030 O45 eC2	 54610. 54636.
*14948.139, 780301. 13 6 3. 1319 3, 125632, -11+4.53 011 023 bG8 131332, 131M,
*15005.19b. 760305. 1345 1. 14 018, 133E 4. -117.9U 010 023 608 135442. 135442.
*15076.1b2. 760310. 141547. 142654, 14 429. -115.78 011 023 E1:8 14-21- 9, 1 q j-137 1
*15100,184. /90312. 	 11724.	 73134,	 b4114.	 -3,52 030 045 t'62	 721 0.	 72126.
*15147.133, 780315. 1414235. 145332. 143055. -113.65 011 023 E08 144b 1. la4V17.
*152014,188. 78v319. 152331. 153444. 15122b. -117,02 011 U23 eUb 1529 4. 15291x.
*15294.180, i8O32b. 	 65133.	 9 542.	 e2119.	 -2.56 030 045 ek,B	 85519.	 85 5 3 ,
*15356.145. 1du33U. 933 2. 94814. 9 3 4. 	 -5.99 029 u4b 8C2	 93632. 93640,
*15427.112. 7804 04, 95934. IC 642.	 92927.	 - 3,85 03U 038 8u2 10 3 i. 10 33 5
*15474.1 4 6. 180407, 1 /2:13, 173541, 1713 4 . -114,00 012 023 602 173015._173031.














EB-19 .25 0 Search
LATIIUDE RANGE 15 50.75 TU 51,25
LONGITUDE HANGL 16 223.75 TO 224.25
E	 i%EEKS 61 T0133 8E1NG SENT-CHEO
k	 1967.187. 761024, 24229, 25454. 23437. -97.54 7 21 86e 251	 9, 251	 9,
*	 82b1.1bb, 761113. 213949. 215520. 211!55. 17.53 20 37 SLb 2153	 7, 2153130
*	 9114 . 126. 770113. 4522x, 45bl9. 41956, 17.11 32 37 $t, 8 454 b, 454	 8.
-^-	 *	 9215.141, 770120. 12483b 2 13.615_, 124522. -96.39 3, 21 e0b 13	 2	 4., 13 2	 4.
*	 9545.167. 770212. 153133. 159913. 152823, -96,43 3 21 808 154457. 1545	 3, 
*101b6,105. 170326. 1328	 4. 133456. 125532. 17.62 32 UU 1408 132946, - 132550.
I	 *10398.127, 11041.3, 223234. 224954. 2229	 1. -97.23 3 21 eG6 224539, 224543,






EB-19	 1 0 Search
8ATI1ubE RANGE IS 50.00 TO 52,U0
1 UNG1 TLOE R A NGE 1S 223.00 TO 225.00
i	
wEEKS 67 TC133 BEING S£AkCHED
* 7839,151. 761015.	 13357.	 1471b,	 12622.	 -96,22	 7 21 e08	 14256.	 14322,
* 7967,187. 761024, 24 29. 25454, 23437. -97.54	 7 21 8C8	 250539 25119,
* 11038.157. 101029.	 3 142 9 -	 3il41.	 3 114.	 -95x46	 13	 21 eG8	 316 0,	 31811+,
* doe 	 175	 lblu30 el) 1623 201929	 1944 3	 16.78 32 36 ecH 201755. 2 0 1e2 1.
* k1261.1bb. In1113. 213949. 215520. ell d55,	 11.53 20 37 EtS 215255, 215323.
* 829'4.11a. 7n11i5,	 52547	 5375n	 51745	 -98.11	 8 21 eCti	 534 1.	 53419.
* t33b5.i16. 161121.	 55140.	 b 519.	 50422.	 -96.63	 7 21 808	 6 1 0.	 6 122.
* 8460 159. 7b1127 231 5 45. 233015, 225347.	 18+.29 21 37 CU8 2327 59. 232823.
`^	 * 8564,163. 7612ob.	 72236,	 73941.	 71913.	 -95.27	 3 21 eC8	 736 1,	 73613.
* 11()5(;.161. 161212	 1 124,	 1 5 .
	
02838.	 19,u5	 32	 37 808	 1 3 2,	 1 314,
* 1!_+763.176. 161219.	 9 8 3.	 91437,	 1154 4.	 -94,52	 13	 21 tCd	 911 4,	 411 4,
* b8 S 8.1b1	 lu1226. 236eb , 240 0, 2 328, 	 1908+1 32 37 80b	 238 4. 236 4.
* 894e.1696 770101, 10512e. 11 a 3. 164333. 	 -99,13	 7 25 deo 105949, 105951.
* 2i)4 3, 1be, 77U1=)8,	 4254th .	 42921_,	 353 b,	 1,5.,15 32	 37 8C8	 42658.	 427 G,
* 9T► 4U.114, 77u111. 110032. 12 157. 1131 R.	 -95.U7	 3	 25 eLb 1154 0, 1154 6,
* 9114.l,d.6. 77Ql i 3	 45 6	 45619	 0f99b	 17 17 32 37 e0	 45352, 45420•
* 9147.1 1+9. 770115. 123047. 123S4b. 12184b. -9e.46	 12 20 8GE 1235 2, 12351+.
* 92111 141 71u120	 1d4e36	 13 615	 124522, -9b.3q	 3 21 hC8 13 154 9 13 2i2,
* g 441.Ib2. 77ueu5. 	 73515. 8 045.	 7 258.	 16.68 312 58 eGH	 73650, 73714.
* 9s45 ibl	 770212	 153,33,154913 158823,	 -9a,93	 S 21 eu8 154447, 154515.
* 9616.1 4 9. 77uz17. 16 E22. 1b1947. 15$457. 	 -94 .E5	 13 25 eCe 161151, 161157,
* 974
	
710226	 171E 4 172512	 17 310	 -9b.17	 12 26 Bub 171946. 17201u.
* 9943.177. 77u31e. 1851 G. 165olO. 1113742.	 -95,33	 13 21 eCb 185430. 185442.
* ^S, F e-171,  17031,1	 1220 '4	 1227 a	 114720,	 11!.9 3 	 3e	 4o eC8 122142. 122156.
*lu095.128. 770323, 13 1 7. 1310 0. 122E570 	 15.54	 32 42 et:d 13 249, 13 257,
*Ioltie.163	 77u526 202E11, 2u3734, 201245. 	 -44.62_ l3 25 81 Ge 1202943. 202945,_
*IUf1:E.1G5. 110328. 1328 4. 133456, 125532.	 17,62	 32	 41} ec.e 132934, 1330 2.
*1[,149 121	 77035	 2[[' 944 1, allu33	 205421,	 -9N c1	 5	 2f eGti 21i D 3 7. 211057
*fu237.lb 4 . 7/u402. 1355 U. 14 2 be 1122 6,	 19.71	 32	 4 u eCt` 135640. 135642.
*1G39P 127, 779411 22323 9 , 224954. 2229 7. -97.23	 3 21 ei•_8224525. 224555.
4	 *1[1'469.113. 77u4in. 2259 5, 231452. 225541.	 -45.15	 3	 20 1:08 231231. 231241.
*10526.153. 77 r^ uZ^. 230017, 2356 2 233716. -ye.S O 	2	 19 eu8 _235334, 235_3 44.
*1ub fi7,12b. 170429.	 u 7 a.	 (124 414.	 0 352,	 -96.45	 3 21 e08	 02022,	 02050,
*i o70r- tai	 77u5le	 1n1 Sb 	 2 319	 IR3o_, -95, E6 	3 25 eu8	 15518,	 15536.
*1uk2U.1 e+7. 77 ,Ib13. le533 0 . 19 024. lfic123.	 16.59	 32	 4U euti 185515. 185531.
* lil 4 c.1 t, 1. jio53u,	 '4511,	 '41341.	 35 1455.	 -9x`.26	 8	 19 808	 411110	 41127.
*1114
	




vEB-20 .25 0 Search
LA TIfUUL KAlr6E i5	 4U. 15 Tr:	 41.e5
LC,Pg61 I U[)E ti ANGE f S 22 1 . 15 TO c ^2.25
it%LFK41Ue TOIbb t5E1kt, SEA kCHFU	 -
*14 7vb.1 75. It, 02 16.	 2 y c 7.	 3 1 1	 2l.t b 1,34 G5&+ E'4c	 245 149. 	 4 .1.	 b C,,	 w«




i 1,AT1TUCE	 RAN G E	 1S 40.00	 IC' 42.04
- LQN01TUDE RANGE	 I5 221.00	 TG 223.00
i%EEKS102	 T0155 BEING SEARCHED
k10194.129. I7033u. 125943, 13	 615. 122527. 28,59 314 41 8G8 13	 317, 13 335.
__.. ki0228.149. 7 70401. 221048. 222837. 22 64. - 112.38_ 4 _ 23_ 608 _ c' - 	 	 -	 .- cr 1658.
r k1ob49.16H. r70501. 165025, 165713. ib1634. 26.76 33 41 @Ce 1654	 4, 165428.	 .
%10720,145. 77U5ob, 171725.17233b. 1643	 7. 28.65 34 41 8-(;b . 1721	 3. 112115.
^. k10754.10i. 770509. 22553. 24418. 22343. *112.10 2 23 868 23627. 23643*
k i 2028,1 71 . 770807 t 4	 @ ] 4. 427	 9. - 334	 8. 26,94 34 54 804 41138, 412	 4,
k 13478.147. 771117, 1556	 5, 1610	 0. 151757. 29,33 38 53 But 1556 5, 1556 5,
413734,111. 7712u5, 181i2a. 182716,- 173415, 26.74_ 31 54 8C2 181145, 1612	 7.
kIO786,175, 760218, 242	 7, 3	 110. 2 d	 3. 27,66 034 054 eU2 24533. 24611.
o k149g5g1,75, 780344. 41637. 43532, 34226. 28.54 034 05+7 8C2 42016. 42434.
k15019.110. 78U3oo , 133451, 134527, 132258, -112.41 011 423 806 133542, 133552.
#,15218.109, 760320, 15	 9	 9, 151219, 1 1457	 6, -1,	 46 012 016 8C8 15	 950, 151020,










F8-21	 .25 0 Search
LATITUUE	 kANGE	 IS 45.15	 TO	 4bo25
LONGI TOUE RANGE	 IS 828.75 TO	 229.2' ---
hEEKS	 72	 TC 155 8LING 9EARCNED
* 756 q ,148.	 7bO925, 2334	 0, 2340	 0. 232451. -99.05 9 1h 8Gb 2339-33, e	 .
8948.160.	 710101. 105128. 11	 b	 3, 104333. -99.13 7 25 FOB 105815. 105815.
*	 9147.149,	 710115. 123047, 12384b. 121846. -98.ub 12 20 803 123332. 1	 8-
*1052x,153.	 770422. 234017. 2356 2. 233118. -98.54 2 19 806 2352 4. 235+210,
*10720.145.	 770506. 171725. 172338. 1643	 7. 28.85 34 41 8tib 1719	 7. 1719	 9.
*Ilo52,101.	 71053U, 4	 25b. 41341, 35455. -98.26 8 15 8C8 4 945. 4	 947.




E6-21 µ 1° Search
LATITUDE RANGE 15 45.00 TO 47.00
LONG11LDE HAhGE 15 228.00 TU 230,UO
REEKS 72 T6155 bEING SEARLHED
* 7569.148. 7b 0925. 2334 U. 2340 0, 232451. -99,05 	 9 l b ettf 233917. 23 	 9.
* 7697.113. 761u05. 	 0405h.	 0513b.	 033 7. -1(10.37	 7	 19 b(18	 04733,	 04741,
7896.118. 761019.	 21553. 22753.	 2 8 0, - 99.61	 7 2U b01i	 22226• 22248.
7 q 67,187, 7612'4	 24229	 25454	 3437	 -97,54	 7 21 EL8	 24927. 24945.
* 8090,110, 761101. 194811. 195044. 191358,	 27.75 34 37 8C8 194942. 194954. 	 --r•-
* 8 - 94	 1b	 761116	 52547. 53756	 51745	 -98.11	 b 21 808	 53225, 53253.
* 8422,135. 761125, 635 0, 646 0. 626 1. -99.43 	 8 20 8C8	 64027. 64051s p p
8749.166. 761218. 	 91656,	 921157,	 9 9 6. -10U.0_0
--
_7 20 8C2	 92332. 92346.
* 8886.112, 761228, 2 738. 2 931, 	 133 3,	 30.8b 34 37 808	 2 92 1• 2 929. o
* 8943.155. 7101UI.24833, 251 b. 2143ts.	 27.47 33 - 37 808	 25022. 25Uc8. O
* 8948.164. 71(1101. 1(15126, it 8 3. 104333. -99.13 	 7 25 8C8 105759. 105829. r
* 9076,10b. 710110, 115957, 12115b, 115210, 	 1.00,55	 7	 20 ._8Ub 12 636. 12 640. ^ ►^
* 9142.144. 770115. 424 9. 42724, 34952.	 28.13 34 3b BC8	 425360 42554•
* 9147.149. 770115. 123047, 123846. 121b46.	 -98,48 - 12 20 86th 123320. 123352.	 ---
* 9412.1313, 770e!03. 62553. 63819. 55116, 	 30,98 34 48806	 62736• 62742•,'
959 r,,167, 17021?. 153133,* u	 -96.93	 8oa 154325. 154331,
	
9932.173. 7711312, 1U43 4, 1049 t3. 10 847, 	 31.28 34 41 606 10"4511. 104513.
*1ol 2F?_153_ 710325. 2033 (). 205210.,_2.0 747._ -10 U. 1U	 5	 25 8GN_ 204213. 204225,
*10194.124, 17033U. 125543. 13 615. 122527.	 28.59 34	 41 8013 1 3 Ill. 13 137.
*10199_12t±_. _770330. 20 59 44	 211433. 2U54 21, 	 -98.01	 5	 21 €'GA 21 9 3. 21 1929.
*10398.121. 770413. 223239. 224954, 2229 7. -97.23 	 S 21 8Gb 2244 3, 224415.
*IU526_153, 7 , 10422. 234(17. 235b 2. 233718,	 -98.54	 2	 19 8cb 235150. 235224.
*10654.101. 710502.	 04818.	 1 952.	 U4528.	 - 99 e l 	2 25 868	 05954.	 1 0104	 -
*_10720.145. 71050b, 1 71 125. 172338, 1b43 7.	 2e.b-1 34	 41 Boti 171851, 1719239
*11052.101, 7,u530.	 4 256.	 41341.	 35455.	 -98.26	 b	 19 8C8	 4 933.	 410 39	 ,-- ^-
°	 j *13483,152.  711117. 2354 7. 	 Q 541. 23 4 651.	 -97.28	 7	 19 b ut	 0 145,	 0 159,	 w
*14137,115. 7 8 U 1 u 3 . 52629. 53648. 512 7. -98.15 14 25 bUi 	 52647. 52715.
*147bb,}Z5. 7bU21b,	 242 7.	 3 110. 2 b 3,	 27.66 u3u 054 . e6e	 24347. 24357,
*14657,148. 780223. 3 837. 32718. 23416. 	 29.84 034 054 8C2	 31014, 31042,
*14915. I1 f}. 7611621. 115858, 12 910, 114453. -100.18 U14 025 . 1'08 115919.. 115929,	 -..--
*14985,175. 780304.	 141b37, 43532.	 3422b.	 28.54 U34 054 bc2	 41810,	 41836,
*15 056,1 46, 7^ 0309	 44 	 155	 4 852	 30,b5 034 054 t+ U2.	 445 6.	 44518,
*15317.11+x, 713u387. 15 8 U. 1516 b, 14533b. 	 -98.42 014 025 tOt 15 810. 15 840.


















LATITUDE	 RANGE	 IS 58 . 25	 TO 55.75
LONGITUDE RANGE	 IS 218.75	 TO 219.25
ALEKS	 11	 TO 54 BEING SEARCHED
*	 2362.	 32.	 750923. 224611.	 23 0	 2.	 221527. d2.U3	 30	 45	 802	 224639.	 4641.







LATITUDE RANGE 15 57.50	 10	 59.50
LUN61TLDE RANGE	 18 218.00 TO 22U,00
AEEK5	 11	 TO 54	 8EItYG	 SEARCHED
* 1168.101. 750701, 131330. 132024. 124418. -6.04 29 37 002 131456. 131456.
* 1+38.345, 750720, 151655. 155341. 144bl5. -3.33 30 68 802 1517	 3. 151721.
* 16126502. 150801, 221614. 222242. 215b50. -89,51 19 26 8(;2 221614, 221b16.^
* 2220.473, 750913, 21526, 221617, 212137.__ -6.02 30 55 LU2 215215. 215215.
* 2234.479. 750914, 213732. 215426, 21	 7	 1. -.65 30 48 602 213817. 213+35,
* 2291.525. 75U918, 221923. 224643. 214845. -4.18 30
-
_58 802 221.925. 221943.
* 2362.
	
32. 75u923. 224611. 23	 0	 2. 221529. -2.03 30 45 8G2 224631, 224649.
2419.100. 750927. • 232734, 235459. 225713. -5,45 30 58 -8C2 23275.1. 2327570
*
_
2433.11b, 150928, 231313, 2341	 2. 224212. .01 31 59 802 231336. 231346.
* 249Q.166, 751002 a^5336. 03122. 232355. -3.40 29 be 802 235443. 2355_ 1.
* 3087.624. 751114. X1391?. 5 857. 4 922, - 1.36 29 6U 802 44030. 44050.
* 3403.806, '151200,	 I j - ? 711, 123b44. 1?131b, -83,48 3 2b bCb 1233288 1233311.
* 4921,132. 760322. 195223. 20	 818. 192141. -3.91 30 47 8G2 195223, 195241.
* 5o49	 321, 7bU331, 21	 0	 2, 21	 72b. 2030	 3. -5,27 29 38 8G2 21	 041, 21	 049.
* 5246.559. 760414. 22351U. 224258. 22	 5 4. -4.55 30 38 8C2 223542, 223558.
* 5314_110. 160419, 23	 a	 2. 23	 651. 223143. -2,46 30 38 8c? 23 239. 23	 259,
*
i

















iEB-34 .25 0 Search
i ,.Ll LATITUDE	 FLANGE	 15 39.85	 ro	 44. 35
LONGITUDE RANGE 15 286.75 To	 287.25
REEKS 24	 T0150 OLING SEARCHED ^---
2870,502. 751029. 203647, 205416. 20	 2	 7. 93.76 34 53 802 204017. 204019,
2904.519. 7511U1 54627. 55643 54248. -47.22 3 14 802 55528 • 55530.
*	 3103,633. 751115. 726	 5. 73152. 71755. -46.53 8 14 CU2 73043, 7.3043&	 --
*	 3197..6136. 751121, 232226, 2330	 7. 224541, 93.08 36 45 642 1323 45. 232345,
*	 3430,816, 7512011, 10	 7	 6, 101456, 10	 127, -47,20 5 14 802 1014	 7, 1014	 9.	 ±~~r'-
4448 .151. 7602111_. 92144. 93H 4. 65750. 93.86 23 41 808 936 2. 936	 2,
4482,175, 760220, 184629, 185155, 183830. -47.12 7 14 8611 185110. 18	 114.
^
* 5301.621, 760418, 163439, 164355, 155937, 93.32 35 45 808 163741. 153747.
*	 5827.214. 160525, 205450, 21	 454. 201756, 93.43 3b 47 808 2056 0. 20	 6	 e.
a *	 bU60 2 142. 16U611, 13935, 747	 0. 73332. -46.61 6 14 e08 74614. 74620,
*	 6353.143, 760702. 11050. 123	 9, U36 8, 93,57 34 48 6063 11414, 11420,
*	 6586.192. 760718. 115527. 12	 511. 115142. -46.66 3 14 808 12	 428. 12	 434.	 ---
*	 6879.185. 760808, 529	 7. 54118. 45417. 93.73 34 48 806 53227, 53229,
*	 7206.114. 760831. 61449. 132428. 73728, 93.15 37 47 806 81532. 81534.	 -
*	 7405.111. 760914, 93947, 95922. 91222, 93.90 27 47 806 95U34, 95034•
*	 7439,144. 76U91b 165810, 19	 653. 1853	 U. » 47.07 5 14 808 19	 540. 19	 544.
*	 7732.1 y i. IaF0U7. 122253. 124231. 115532. 93.32 27 47 808 123336. 123342,
*	 "1965.185. 161023. 2.51711. 232432. 2311'3, -46.b9 6 1 4 Bob 232343 232351.	
^...y
_
* 	 8258,163. 161113. 160057. 17	 032. 161334. 93.50 21 47 808 165138. 16514b,
*	 9111.125, 77U112. 235156. G	 132. 231435. 93.13 37 47 E06 235239. 435241.
*	 9310.134. 77U127. 12415. 13621. 04924. 93.91 34 0 tCd 12736. 12736,	 y..
*	 9344.162. 770129. 103b	 6. 10432 4 . 1030	 1. -47.06 6 14 806 1042419 104247.
*	 9637.168. 770219 9 4	 7	 9, 41920, 33224, 9 3.36 34 47 80b 410	 B. " 1 034.	 -
*_10163.103. 17032b. 112455. 837	 5. 75011. 93.59 34 a7 8u8 82817. 828239
*1U396,125. 770413. 19	 7	 U. 1919	 4. 19	 533. -46.511 1 la 8(; 1; 191	 19. 1411!21.
*10490,128. 710424. 11	 745. 111458, 1033	 7, 93,07 3 1J u7 806 111111. 111111.
n *1U669.127, 770504. 124239. 125444. 12	 752. 93.85 34 47 t66 M6 4. 124t	 4.	 .`
*107.23.141. 17U5Ub. 2152	 6. 22	 3	 U, 214828. -47.11 3 15 rCt+ 22	 1	 8, c2	 112,	 _._.
E8-134	 .251 Search (cont.)
*11016.161. 770527. 152527 153738. 145046, 93.34 34 47 808 152850. 152856, -
*11249.1U1. 770413. 2	 945. 21933. 2 6 3. -46,62 3_ 14 etb 21845, 21851.
*11542.154, 770703. 1943	 4, 195510. 19	 818. 93.63 34 47 80b 194624, 194630. -	 ^-
*11775.123. 77U720. 62719. 637	 2. b2332. -46.51 3 14 808 63620. 63620.^
*118b9.118, 17U126. 222542. 223753. 2151	 As 93.16 34 47 6C6 2229 8. 9100,, 02




*12395.150. 770902. 2AZ34, 24745. 2 827. 93.51 34 40 bGb 24631. 146
E^"
*12921.199. 711009, 7	 032. 71236, b2547. 93,86 34 47 bC8 7	 3594	 7 359,
94617.'-9-4--6-25-
w
*13248.117. 771101. 94252. 95459, 9	 813, 93.47 34 47 8U8
*13774.147. 7712U8, 1356	 9, 141221. 132531. 93.84 30 47 8C8 14	 343. 14	 343. --
*13808,185. 771210. 23 945. 231932. 23 6 b. -47.12 3 14 8C8 231846. 8s0.
*14428,107. 780123 2 192429. 193716. 185026. 93.05034 041 bCb 192830. 192830.
*^C
--^-
* 14627.113. 780206. 2x5936. 21	 853. 202452. 93,90 034 045 8Cd 21	 3	 4, 21	 4, r ..--
*14954.143. 780301. 234118. 2359 9. 23	 714. 93.52 034 052 OC2 234518. 23452b,
0EB-34	 1 0 Search
LATITUDE RANGE IS 39.10 TO 41.10
LUNGI]LIUE RANGE IS 2$[2,00} TO 288.00
WEEKS 24 T0150 dLING SEARCHED
* 2449.125. 750930. 15718. 2 454,	 15045, -45.14	 6 15 bG2i 2 347, 2 349.
* 2506,184, 75100 41	 23817	 246 3	 23229. -48.57	 5 14 802` 24455. 24451.
	
* 2543•.229. 751006, 115154. 16 841. 171831. 	 94.46 33 51 E02i 175639. 175657.
* 270S.407, 79101ti	 41335	 42123	 u 738	 -47,89	 5 14 0021 420 4. 42022.
	
* 2776.450. 751023, 44232. 44928. 43421. -45.84 	 6 lb 602 1 447 7. 44725.
	
* 287[x.502, 751029 2036 11 7. 205418, 20 2 Z.	 93.18 34 53 EC2' 2040 1. 204033.
	
* 2904.519. 751101. 54627. 55643. 54248. -47.22 	 3 14 EC21 55514, 55546,
3032.5939 751110	 65910, 7 448 2 65114. -48.59	 7 14 8C2 , 7340, 7 342.
CD	 * 3069,617, 751112, 221026. 222218, 213714.	 94.45 33 46 EC2 221522. 221540,
* 3103.633 # 151115.	 126 5. 73152.	 11755. • 46.53	 8 14 802L 73027, 73059.
	
* 3197.686. 751121. 23222x. 2330 7, 224541, 	 93.08 3b 45 802 , 232329. 2324 1.
	
* 3231.712. 751124, 82950, 83933. 82620. -47,89 	 3 14 802` 83846. b39-4.
	
* 3268.736. 751126, 23 41723, 235919, 231222, 	 95.14 35 47 806 235046. 235048,
*y-332-5,771. 751201. 	 Oe7 9,	 041 0. 2354 5.	 91.72 33 47 8G67_	 03153.	 03157,
	
* 3430.816. 751208. 10 7 6. 101456, 1U 127. -47,20 	 5 14 b02+ 101353. 101425.
*
	
35S8,882, 1 511217. 111741, 112257 4 11 951,	 -46.57	 7	 14 802.1 112217. 112219,
	
* 3595.905. 751220. 22956. 25630, 15553,	 94.47 34 61 802 1 234 3, 23419,
*	794,137, 76u13_ 4 438, 413841, 33058.	 951,16 33 68 602	 4 922, 4 924.
	
* 4155.381. 760126. 16 350. 16 817. 1555 4. -46.47	 8	 14 &02 16 7317. 16 a 8,
* 42e3	 52, 760206	 17 924. 171642. 17 327	 -47,82	 5	 14 1708 171553. 171611.
	
* 4320. t4. 760209. 81327, 82929. 74928.	 95,21 23 41 6011	 82754. 82754.
* 43 4	 91, 760211. 113450, 1 14 3 9. 1730 8.	 -45.76	 4	 14 808' 174256. 1743 b.
	
* 4448 151, 76021#. 92144. 938 4, 65750.	 93,86 23 41 808	 93546, 93616.
	
*4^ j^,115. 76+32213. 184629. 185155, 1613830, -47„12	 7 14 t 0 tL 185056. 185130.
	
* 4553.218. 760225. 191232, 191649, 19 5 14.	 - 115.05	 7	 164 8U8 191813. 191813.
	
4610,25x. 760229, 195239, J95927, 194651, -48.47 	 5 1S 808. 195917. 195923.
	
* 4846. 43, 180517. 123137. 1254 9. 12 153,, 	 95.30 30 47 ?08 124619. 124bl9.
* S13t.414. 7 f7U40 7. 	 ul313.	 Uld24,	 9 S15,r	 -48.37	 7 _1u L*Gn	 01741.	 U1749.
t
r	 • f
EB-34	 1 0 Search (cont.)
5207.510. 760412. 03812, 04524. 03155. -46.30 6 14 802 04431, 04459,
5301,,62 7604111, 163439. 164355, 155937. 93,32 35 45 buys 163725, lb3°	 3.
* 5335.123. 760421. 14348. 15335, 14016. -47.65 3 14 808 15242. 153	 4.
5b62. 499 , 05114. 42927, 43641. 42336. -48,27 5 14 7G8 436 2, 4 3 612,
* 5733.126. 760519. 45458. 5	 342. 45015. -46.20 4 14 70b 5 253. 5	 319,
760525. 205450, 21 201156. 93.43 36 47 8011 205544. 205622.
*
`i8PI 2 1A.
5861.241. 760526. 6	 258. 61155. 55835. -47,55 4 14 168 611	 11 61125.
* caY?_^^z 0602. 63121. b3B30. 62453. 45.39 b 14 1C8 6374.9. 63157.
* 5955.140. 7606113. 2157	 8. 221130. 212554. 92.17 31 46 £GS 22 342. 22 354. f
* 61126.121. 760tsU1i. 222439. 224311, zi5253. 94,18 6 51 806_ 223055. 223119.
* bOG0.142. 760611. 73935. 747	 0, 73332. =46.81 b 14 8G8 74558, 74636. 1
*_6154 145. 760617 233834. 234812. 23	 112. 92.83 37 47 8c,	 ,, 2339 0. 23392b. r
* 61bb•l71. 7bUb2U, b4742, 855 3. 84150. • 4b.14 5 14 t3Ub 85416. 85428
259	 14a. 7b G625. 91 430, 9 9 OR8. -46.07 6 13 708 92110, 92116.
°' 6353.1 4 3. 760702. 11050. 123	 9, 036	 8. 93.57 34 48 808 11356, 11434. C`^
* 6387	 172. 76U704, 102248, 103015. 101647. -47,40 b 14 808 102915. 102941._
'-`^





760718, 115527, 12	 511. 115142. -4b,tb 3 14 dv8 12	 410. 12 446,
* 07 _35(;4?. 4 622, 31921, 92,99 37 48 tG8 357 9, 35739.
* 6879.185. 7a0808, 529	 7, 54118, 45417, 93.73 34 48 buts 53211. 53243.
* 7078.	 90. 760822, 7 329. 71610, b2912. 94n47 34 47 U8 722._ 7	 738.
* 7206,114. 760831, 81449. 82428. 73728. 93,15 37 47 bU8 81516. 81550.
7.	 0905, 63514, 851	 0. 8	 4	 5, 95.23 35 47 BCE 84231. 84231,*
*
7277.1t4.
7311.122, 760907, 174843, 175824. 174444. -45.74 3 la 8U8 175732. 175748,
* 7334.137. 760909, 91855 93243, 84545. 91.62 33 47 bGb . 92333. 92339,
* 7405.111, 760914. 93447, 95922. 91222, 93.50 27 47 eub 95018. 9504b.
7439	 144. 1bU916 165811). 19	 633. 1853	 0. -47.07 5 14 8Gb 19 526. 19	 6	 2.
* 7510.1211. 7oU'r21, 19234b, 193320. 191938, -45.01 4 14 e0b 193242• 193242,
0
tt15- 64 	 1 ° Search ( con(. )
x
* 7533.128. 7609239 1U5426. 11 457. 102039.	 92.56 33 45 EGb 105827, 105809.
* 7567 147. 160925 20 436. 201426. 20 117. -46.41 	 3 14 M3 201343. 201309.
* 7604,116. 760928, 111447. 113416. 104716.	 54.64 27 47 808 112528. 112542.
*_7732.141. 761001. 122253, 124231, 115532,	 93.32 27 47 8C8 - 123320. 1233511.
* 78b0.lb6. 761016. 133133. 134538. 13 349.	 91.99 27 42 808 134137. 134145.'
*7931.150, 761021. 135752. 141526, 133025. 	 94.08 27_ 46 868 14 825, 14 851.
* 7965.165. 761023. 231711. 232432. 2311 3. -46.b9 	 h 14 @68 232329, 2324 7.
* b059,171. 161030	 15_t32. 1525 ,40. 143841.	 92.75 27 47 13Lb 151629, 15lb5b-
* 8130.148, 761104. 15325U. 155217. is 51b.	 94.83 27 47 8G8 1543343 154344.
* 8258,16.x9 761113. 1x4057, 17 032, 1b1334. 	 93.50 27	 47 81;8 165122. 1652-0.•.
* 8457.156. 761127, 1dc321. 183347. 17482b.	 44.26 34 46 tGd 182630, 182652.
* 8619.137. 7b1209	 44223. 450 3. 0371e. -48.02 	 5 13 La ud	 44949, 44558,
	
8656,164. 761211, 195E501 201015. 192316,	 95.02 33 47 dGe 20 136. 20 142.
N	 * 8889.116. 76122d, 64232, 652 7, 63824. -45.10 -- 4	 14 eGm	 6512.6. 65128.
* 8946.158. 770101. 	 72317.	 79657.	 71959. -48.49	 3 27 tees	 73225.	 73229.
* 9111,125, 770112, 23515b. 	 0 132. 231435.	 93.13 37 47 808 , 235223, 235257.
* 9145.148. 110115. 65F40. 92215. 85512. -474b3 	 3 2b I!c8	 9 738. 9 756.
* 9162,110. 710118. 	 Ulb2U.	 028 6, 234111.	 55.22 35 417 808	 01937.	 01937.
* 9216.140. 77u120. 	 926'11. 9353U. 9214b. -45.75	 b 14 eCb	 93436.	 93452.
* 9239«157, 00 12'2.	 05715.	 1 943,	 U2249.	 91.b2 34 47 bub	 1 037.	 1 043.
* 931U.134. 770127.	 12415,	 13621.	 04924.	 93.91 34	 47 808	 12722.	 12750,
* 9344o lti2, 770129, 1036 b, 1 04329, 1030 1,	 -47.0.6	 6	 14 Bub 104227_, 1043 3.
* 9415.141. 770203. 11 317. 11102u. 105636.	 -44,9b	 6	 14 dGO 11 940, 11 940.
* 9436.159. 770205. 23212. 24435.	 15137.	 92.59 34 47 P. U6 	23525. 23547,
* 9472,107. 17u2(17. 11'44 3, 115124. 113814.	 -48.37	 5	 14 dud 115040, 11504b,
* 9509.136. 710210. 25915, 311 9. 22412, 	 94 o 35 47 86a	 3 226. 3 238.
* 9543.166. 77v212. 1211 5, 121828. 12 449, -46.25 	 6	 14 eUb 121725. 121753.
* 9637.168. 17U21_9.	 4 1 9.	 41920,	 33224.	 93.36 34 47 8tib	 41012.	 41050,
* 9671.107. 77U221. 13185'4. 13262 q . 1313 ().	 -41.60	 5	 14 LUb 132526. 132550,
* _9742.164, 77022b. 134337, 13531b. 13393x, •45.52	 4 1 4 FUb 135230. 135240.
* 9765.101, llu228. 	 5 71 q ,	 524 0.	 44037,	 92.06 26 44 EC8	 51825.	 511'35.
* 91136.167. 710305.	 53111.	 551 7. 5 712.	 90.10_ e3 44 - euh	 54514,	 50538.
* 99'b4.1U2. 110310. 60559.	 7 219,	 61524,	 92.62 34 41 eOti^ 65312,	 693j8.
* 9998.132	 1 70316. 16 lbe- . 16 914. 1556 1.	 -48+ .1 4_- --5 -  1.4 - ELb 16 627, It d39, -
,i
ER-34	 1 0 Search (cont.) -



















173649. 174419, 173u4b, 47.37 6 14 6+ 08 174314. 174342. !^-









*10291.126. 770406. 93530, 9451b. 85822. 92.28 18512S. 185AC5,






8C8 10	 3	 2. 10	 3c2.
! *1!)362.105. 710711, 95951. 10151U. 92456. 1	 1


















201344. -47,SO 5 14 8G1' c02610. 20262b,
*10561	 107. 77U425. 113446. 114b34. 105941. 95.16 35 47 8Gb 1138
	 5. 1138	 1. ^?

























4 l4 8Cb 222$ 6. 2228 6. ^ -
*10794.124.
*10851.163. 770515. 225558. 23 948, 225638. -48.40 3 .14 80P c	
4, 23 r
*}(1888.128. 17051b. 14	 6	 3 142926, 134235. 94.65 23 47 878 142047, 1421	 It
*10922.146. 770520. 2327	 2. 233651. 232312. -46.32 3 14 b0$ 233540. 23361b.
*_1101 6,161. 710527. 152527. 153736. 145046. 93.34 34 47 8u8 152834,
152912. ._.^..
*11121.159. 717604. 1	 157, 11137, 05754. -45.52 a 14 8C8 11048, 11058,o






















*11414,151. 770624. 183341. 184657, 18	 0	 9, 94.93 33 47 8C8 183829. 18
3835.
*11448.1029 777627. 34439. 35424, 34045. -46.03 3 14 bOH 35327,
35349.
*11471,115. 770628. 191453. 192834, 184144, 91.54 33 47 @Cb 191 9 32,
191932. 
*11542,154. 770703. 1943	 6. 195517. 19	 #18. 93.63 34 47 eC6 194610.
194644.
T
*1164?.1036 777711. 51931. 529	 7. 51525. -45.22 14 14 808 52 2 2	 G9. ^..
M*11670,117. 710712. 205O52. 21 315, 2U1624.	 92.35 34 a7 e08 205412, 205428,
*11741,153. 11 . 1117. 211751. 2129417. 204257. 	 94.44	 34	 47 8Ge - 2121 5. 212123.
*11775.123. 170720. 42719, b37 2. b2332. -46,51	 3 14 8b5	 63b 4. 63630.
*11869.118. 77U72b. 222542, 223753, 2151 4, 	 93.1e 34 47 t t+ 222852, 2229cb.
*11903,141. 770129,	 135 b.	 74451.	 73140.	 - 47.8(i	 3	 14 bGb	 7+44 6.	 74426.
*11940,163. 770731. 225241. 23 421, 221737.	 95.25 35 47 808 2256 3, GG56 3,
*11974.133. 7708013.	 8 234. 81115.	 75755.	 -45.64	 4	 15 ebb	 81045 0 810590
*120b8.121, 7lub1U.	 U 031,	 01234. 232543,	 93.57 34 47 AU6 	 0 341.	 U 4 9.
*12102.149. 770612. 9 959, 91953, 9 619. -46.99 	 3 14 8Gb	 91645. 91921.




34	 47 eCb	 11121.	 11147.
*12230.19b. 770821. Iu1730. 102716. I U14 7, -48.19	 3	 14 808 102633, 102645.
*12301.1§4. 770826 104449. 105435. 1U405Z. -46.17	 3	 !4 808 105337, 1054 1.
*12395.150. 770902. 24234. 24745, 2 827. 	 93.51 34 46 ece	 24615. 24653.
*12 42 9.1
	
770904	 11^236. 12 e U. 11 ,493.	 -47.45	 314 608 12 129, 12 155.
*12756.119. 710927. 1433 4. 1445 0. 143145.	 -47.91	 1	 14 8Ub 144411. 144429.
*t2793 tr,ti	 77023u.
	 55243„	 b 431.	 53741.	 91 ,15 35 47 e 0 b-, 556 5 1 	 55b 1.
*12827.189. 7710tj2. 15 215. 151150. 1 415blI.	 -45.81	 i	 14 e G H 1511 50 151121.
*1292?.199. 171009	 7 G32. 71236	 02547.	 93.8b 34 47 bC8	 7 343. 7 413.
*13049.114. 711018,	 8 821.	 b2040.	 73351.	 92.59 34	 47 1'0b	 81139,	 812 11
*^^ 16	 771023	 83520, 84712. 8 U2a.	 94.69 34 417 802. 8363b. 83848.
*132'18,117. 171101.	 44252. 95459,	 9 813,	 93.07	 34 47 eO8	 946 1.	 94639.
*,3	 8' 1 44, 7711 13	 lb -4847, 19 213	 164%4 41	 -42.48	 0	 14 80'x+	 19 113, 19 139.
*13376.146. 711114. lv5U52. 11 :e.0, 101629. 	 92,14	 34	 51 e0b 105417. 105429.
x3 515 157. 771124. 122 4+15. 124U5b -1151- 1,	 42,ci9	 33	 5u k!6b 122849. 12291y.
*13646,I24, 771129. 124814. 131V1 4 . 121730.	 95.10 30 53 eQ8 125552. 12555b,
*137013,170. 7712t)_3- 133210, 134930, 1259 4,	 '41.71	 33	 51 806 ^133b52. 133654.
*13774.147. 17120b, 1351 9. 141221, 132531.	 93.44	 30	 47 80b 14 327. 14 357.
*^ Hnt^ 185. Milt). 23 445. ?31932, 23 6 b, -47.12	 3	 i+u 1'06 231832. 2319 b,
*13936.111. 1712211.	 01727.	 0271 ,4.	 014 5.	 -4te.37	 3	 14 8Ur	 02631.	 U2639.
*14428.1(17. 780123. 192429. 193710. 185026. 	 93.05 U34 047 64 1 	 192814, 192e4b.
*14556.132. 7 8 U 2 U I . 203120. 204853. 195815. 	 91.83 033 051 e0b^2036 3. 2036 9.
*14627.113. 781)20b. 2U5 y 3b.21 _e53 0 2G2452.	 91.40 034 045 _80b 21 248, 21 31b,





*1U224.146. 1704U1. 1514846. 155423. 151656. -11.09 29 36 008 155124, 1551cB,
LATINDE RANGE 15 55.05	 TG	 55.55
LUNGITUUE RANGE	 IS 202,75 TO	 203.25
WEEKS	 67	 T61U2 bEIN6 BEAHCHED
*	 8845.153. 161225. 430	 9, 43127. 4	 017. -10.98 29 38 8u 43247, 43251v
*	 9112.103. 77U111. 71311. 72029. 614321, -11.54 29 3M 8v8 71547. 71549.
*	 9897.138. 770309. 13	 537. 131438. 123543. 10.49 29 39 866 13	 819. 13	 619.





EB-35 .25 0 Search
EB-35 l --Search
LATITUDE	 FLANGE	 ° S 54,30	 TO	 56.30
LONGITUDE RANGE IS 202.00 7L 2G4.uu --
AEEKS	 67	 T0102 tiEING	 SEARCHED
*	 8266,172. 761114, 6	 0	 3. 6	 654. 54750, -109.07 12 20 eC8 6	 616 n 6 634.
* .8465.164. 761128. 13457. 74315. 72242. -108.31 12 21 848 74116, 74126.
*	 8664.172. 761212. 9	 449. 91648. 85732. -107.55 7 20 808 91616, 91616,
*	 8774,102. 76122U. 4	 325, 41027. 33341. -13.06 29 37 80N 4 547. 4	 559,
*	 8845,153, 161225• 43G	 9. 43727, 4	 017. -10,9# 29 38 808 43237, 433	 1.
*	 8849.157. 161225, 105934. 11	 559. 104725. -112.27 12 19 dob 11	 521, 11	 533,
*	 8973.103. 770103. 538	 5. 54514, 5	 819. - 12 25 29 37 80b 54025, 54047. 7 0
*	 9044.159. 770106, b	 450. 61020, 53453. -10.16 29 36 806. 6 723, 6_747. ^+
*	 904$.163, 770108. 123410, 124440. 1222 ' 0. -111.45 12 23 BC6 123956, 1240186 O --
*	 9101,119. 770112. 44646. 65346. §lb45, -13.63 30 38 BU8 64851 2 64855._
*	 9115,127. 770113. 63141. 63711. 6	 143. -6,15 29 36 bCd 63439, 63439. r'
*	 917^,103. 110117, 71311, 72029, 64321, -11.54 29 38 808 71535. 71557._ C::
*	 9176.105. 770117, 133238. 1353	 0, 133029. -112.84 2 23 808 134825, 134831,
*	 9645,175. 77.0.219, 17	 853._172938, 17	 640. -109.21 23 808 1725 4. 172524.
-
*	 9897,136, 770309. 13	 537. 131438. 123543. -10.49 29 39 808 13 8 9. 13	 833. c
rt
*10096.1x9._770323. 14004. 144903. 141044. -9.77 29 39 808. 144320. 144340,
*10100.132. 710323. 21	 23b, 212U35, 205752. -111.07 4 23 8C8 211552, 211616.
*10171,109. 770326, 212913, 214727, 212426. -108.98 4 24 8U$ 214252, 214310.
*10224.146. 770401. 15+846. 155423. 151856. -11.09 29 36 808 155116. 155138.






































LATITUDE. RANGE IS 55.55 TU 59.45
ONGITUDE RANGE IS 207:05 TU 207.55








EB-39	 1 0 Search
LATITUOE RANGE 18 58.20 TO b0P20
LUNG1TUDE RANGE IS 20b * 30 TO 208.30






EB-41 .25 0 Search
LATITUDE RANGE 15 38.45 1[1 38.95
LONGIIUDL RANGL IS 2bb.15 10 286.65
hLE.K8 24 T0141 BEING SEAHCHEU
* 2506,184, 751004, 23817. 246	 3, 23229, -48.57 5 14 802 2 41 445. 24449,
* 2543.229. 751006. 175154, 18	 847, 171831, _ 94.4b 33 51 8[:Z 17`77	 9. 175711.
* 2870.502. 751029, 203647. 205418, 20	 2	 7. 93.76 34 53 802 201039, 204039,
* 3032.593, 75111U. e5910. 7 448, b5114, -48.59 7 14 802 7	 330. 7	 334.
* 3069.617. 751112. 221C26. 022218. 213714. 94.45 33 46 802 221552, 221554.
N	 * 3558	 862. 751211 111741. 112257. 11	 951. -48.57 7 14 802
1122	 7. 112211.
* 3595.905. 751220, 22556, 256300 15553. 94,47 34 61 8G2 23431, 23433.
* 4411.132. 700215. 181855. 182418. 181150. -49.18 l 13 808 78.24	 2. 1824	 Z.
* 444E+ .151, 7tU218. 92144. 938	 41. 85150, 93,8b 23 41 8Q8 93622. 93624,
* 4610,255, 760229, 195239. 195927. 194651, -48.47 5 13 808 1959 9 1 1559110
* 5136.014, 760407. 01313. 01824, 0	 515. • 48.37 . 7 14 608 01	 5, 4	 ,
* 6026.121, 76060b. 222934. 224311, 215253. 94.16 3b 51 808 223325. 223133.
* 6515,120. 76U713. 113046, 1138	 9. 1125	 4, -48,73 5 14 EU8 113716, 113724,
* 6552.154. 760716. 24555, 25b	 0. 211	 3. 94.31 34 47 eUb 24931, 249x3.
* 6879.185. 760b0b. 529	 7. 5+118, 45417, 93.73 34 48 608 53249. 53249.
* 7078,190, 760822, 7	 329. 71biU. 62912, 94.47 34_ 147 7U8- 7 750, 7	 752.
* 7368,168. 760911, 182933. 183925. 182623. -49.15 3 14 eO8 183835. 183635,
* 7405.111. 760914,, 93947. 95922. 91222. 93,90 27 47 tUb 95054, 95058,
* 7567.147. 760925, ;,O tt	 436, 20142b. 2U	 117. + 48.41 3 14 80b 201337, 201337.
* 7894,116. 761016. 224931. 225729. 224426, -48.97 5 14 608 225638, 225642,
* - 7931,150. 761U21. 135752, 14152b. 133025, 94.0b 27 U6 8C8 14	 857, 14	 9	 5,
8457.156. 761127, 182321. 183347. 17"82b, 94,26 34 4b 8U8 1827	 0, ib27	 b,
^j	 * 8946.158. 770101, 72317. 74x57. 71959, -48.49 3 27 d0ti 73217, 73219.
* 9273.106. 770124, 10	 634, 101627. 10	 325. -49,14 3 14 808 101537. 101531.
* 9' 316,134. 77ul27. 12015. 13621. 04924, 93.91 34 47 PC6 :2	 b, 128	 0,





EB-41	 .25° Search (cont.)
*	 9795,136. 770302. 142426. 143419. 142114. - 4 8.91 3 14 1+08 143326, 143332 o
*	 9836.157, 170305. 53111. 551	 7. 5	 712, 94.14 23 44 805 54544. 54552.
*10325.144. 770408. 184443. 1852	 5. 183859, 48.68 5 14 808 185113. 185119.
*10362.105. 770411. 95951, 101510, 92456. 94,38 3 u ' 51 80_6- 10 332. 10	 336,
*10652.171. 1705U1. 2125	 3. 21345b, 212155. -49,20 3 14 6'08 2134	 1. 2334	 11 O G	 ;_.^.^
*.. 10689.127, 770504. 124239. 125444. 12	 752. 93.,15 34 47 BU8 124624. 124626,
*10851.1x3• 770515. 225958. 23	 9413. 225638, -48.40 3 14 80ts 23 858, 23 8580 -
*11178.121. 770608, 1 11243. 15255, 15931. -4e.92 3 14 80b 15143. 15149. O
*11215,152. 770610. 17	 021. 171221. 162528, 94.14 34 47 808 17	 4	 0, 17	 4	 8. 0
*11741.153, 710717. 211751. 212947, 204251, 94.44 34 47 668 212135. 212137.
*12031,114. 770607. 8424(, . 85230, 83926. -49.01 3 14 bUb 14	 . 44.
C:! "Vy
*12068.121. 770810. u	 031. 01234, 232543. 93.97 34 47 BUTS 0	 415. 0	 419. 4^
*12684.153. 711006. 1541	 1, 155250, 153951. -49.20 1 13 60fA 1552	 3. 1
*12921.199. 771009. 7	 032, 71236. 62547, 93,66 34 47 808 7	 419. 7	 421,
*13737.113. 771205. 224246, 225235. 2239369 -49,22 3 13 808 4 	 , 225148. 
*13774.147. 771208. 1356	 9, 141221. 132531. 93.64 30 47 808 14	 4	 3. 14	 4	 5.
*13936.111. 771220, 01727. 02714. 014	 59 -4e.37 3 1 4 808 Qe625, 02625,
EB-47	 l l 	Search
4_ATITUDE.	 HANGS	 IS	 37.70	 TO	 39.70
LON61140E hANbE	 IS 285.40	 TO 287.40
ALEKE 24 T0141 bEING SEARCHED
, -
* 2435.118. 750929, 211	 9. 21b54. 2 546. -50.63 5 14 802	 a 21742. 21742.
* 2S•06«184. 751004. 23817. 246-5. 23229. -48.57 51 4 802 24429, 245 5.
* 2543.229, 15lu0b. 175154, 16	 847. 171831. 94.46 33 51 802	 is 175653. 175727.
* 2705.407. 75101x. 41335, 42123. 4	 738. -47.89 5 14 dal	 6 41952. 42U14,
* 2870.502. 751029, 203647. 205418, 20 2 7, 93.7b 34 53 802 204023. e04u57.
* 2904,519 8 751101, 54627, 55643. 54248, -47.22 3 14 E02	 r 55518. 555a c1.	 --'
* 2941.539, 751103. 21	 357. 2117149. 2U2849. 95.81 35 49 802 21	 741. el	 745.W
P * 29b1.546, 751105 b2555, b3840. 62431. -5"64 5 15 Ll L2	 F 63627. 63627.
* 3o32,593. 151110. 6591(}, 7	 44b, b5114 n -48.59 7 14 E02 7	 314. 7	 350,
J * 3069.617. 151112, 221026 222 1 16. 213714, 94,145 33 4b _EU2	 E _221536„ 221610.
* 3160.6650 151119. 8 65 0 . 813	 9. 75939 0 -49,45 7 14 802	 I 81135, 81151.
* 3197.686, 751121. 23222 b. 2330	 7, 224501, 93. U 8 3b 45 4:02	 r 232351. 234415.
* 3231,712. 751124. b2950. 83933, 82b20. -47.89 3 14 802	 t 83834, 83856.	 -
* 32bb.73b,F 7511Zb, 234723. 235919, 231222, 95.14 35 47 b'C8 235058. 235118.
* 3359.781. 751243. 94543. 10	 512, 93445. -49.26 10 31 Bub 94641, 94713.	 •°
* 1430,81b, 7512 rfi 10	 7	 b i +114` b 11)	 1x7 -47.2-0 5 14 602	 4 101357, 1014	 3.
34b7.837. 751211. 12520. 13630. 0412b. 9b.83 37 50 802 12620• 12b24.
w *_ 355b.;;N2. 7^ i ^ , ^. 111141. 112257. 11	 951, -46.57 7 14 802	 ! 112151. 112221.
* 3595.905« 75122U. 2295b. 25630. 15553. 94.47 34 61 t62	 1 23415. 23449.
'^ * '794,1	 7, 1601113. 4	 43f1^ 43x41, 33058. 45,16 33 641 02.4 4 936, 4	 454.-
* 3993.270, 1hU117. 5394(). 61351. 5	 r	 2. 95.47 33 bb 4?Cc 54456. 54458.
* uaA3. 52. 7bQ?-0	 . I L x+24, 171642. 17	 327. -u7,E2 5 14 EGn 171543. 1716	 3.
-- * 4320,	 74. 7oO^09,
_
81327. bdg29. 7492b. 95.21 23 41 EGt(	 + 828 6. 4ac4r'G4,
j 4411.132. 7bu215 1€ IF.55. 114241b. 114 1150. -49.18 7 13 6'06 1E234b, 182418,	 -
* 04411.151. 7b421b. 42144, 93F	 4, b5/bU. 93.Eh 23 41 P- t; 936 b. ^i3b42.	 s
* u0	 0175. 7bUd2U. 11i0r:2 9 . Ie51S5. ld3E3u. -07.12 7 1 u V ta _ 1851	 2. 1851	 b.
`` * 4b1C.255, 7to4229. 14523 4 , 195127. 144651, -46.47 5 33 Pied 1951153, 145521.
* 4e4lt.	 43. /b0317, 1231'37. 12S4	 4. 12	 753. 55!30-- -3u 07 7LkA 129b33. 124649.
ES-41	 1° Search (cont.)
-- * 5045.296. 760331. 1417	 2. 143238. 134254. 96.01 34 5U 70e 142150. 142150,
* 5136.414. 76U1407 01313. 01823. U	 515. -48.37 7 14 8Cb 01719. 01751.
* 5264.581. 760 1416. 11713, 12637. 11337. -49,72 3 13 898 12533. 12553. ^T
5	 U1	 621. 76U418, 163439, 164355, 15'i937, 93.32 35 45 808 143753. 163817.
* 5335.123. 160421. 14348. 15335, 1401b. -47.05 3 14 8613 15236. 15252.
S^7i 160424, 17	 12.3_. 1'	 y 4 Wblb. 95.39 35 43 t!G_6 - 17	 458. 17	 512,
* 5662.499 n 760514. 42927, 3641. 42336. -48.27 5 14 7011 43542, 43612.
* 5790.17$. 160523, 535	 1. 4455, 53156, -49,62 3 13 808 54352, 514414. ^.
5827.2140 760525. 205450. 21	 454, 201756. 93.43 36 47 801 205612. 205638.
t Sat  2wt 7 6U521j 6	 258, 61155. 55b35, -47.55 4 1 4 108 61057. 61111.
5898,2714, 760530. 2121	 3. 213134. 204435, 95.49 36 47 b08 212319. 212331.









12038. 13275b. 81512• 50,22 5 13 8Ub 827 8, 82718, p^ __.
54	 lay, 7bob i7 233834, 2348 2. 23	 112. 92,83 37 47 808 233928. 233940.
6 188. 1 11, /60620, 1!47 142 . 855	 3, 134150• - 4 8,1 4 5 1 4 f!0a 854	 0. 6542 6.
^ro
* 6316,114, 76Ub29, 95544, 10	 3 5. 95U	 8, -49.47 5 13 808_ 10	 2	 14. lU	 230.11452,
'' * 6353.143. 760702. 11050, 123	 9, 036	 8. 93,57 34 48 L0B 11424. _.
6387 ,172, 760704, 142248, 103015, 1 0lb 47, -47,40 b 14 808 - 102913. 102923.
- * 6424,125, 7bU707, 13155. 14944, 1	 246. 95,65 35 47 8011 14134. 1.41132,
j * 6515,1 20. 76U713. 113U48. 1138	 9, 1125	 4. -48.73 5 14 1?:1^i 1137	 f}. 113740.
* 6552,159. 1611716, 24555. 258 0, 211	 3. 94.31 34 47 808 249210 24959,
6643.152 * 7@11722, 123433. 124623, 123322. -50.Ob 1 14 eUd . 124516, 124532.
* b680.189, 760725. 356112, 4 b22. 31921. 92.99 37 4b bLd 35737. 35753. -
-- * 6879.185 8 16u80b, U9 7, 54118. 45417. 93,73 34 48 8C8 53233, 533 5,
I * b950.151, 760813. 55610. 6	 751. 52054. 95,81 35 47 868 55946, 55950.
*_ 6970 X70. 7b^}81+3. 152156 1 5291b, 151634. -50.64 5 13 888 152830, 152830.
.r^ * 7078.190. 760822. 7	 329. 71610. 62912. 94,47 34 47 1G8 7	 734. 7	 1'	 B.
^^ * 7206.11 14. 760831 b1U49. 82421i. 73728, 93.15 37 47 8Ge 81544. 816	 4.




















5 14 808 19	 534. 19	 536.
* 7439,144. 760910 *
7b09	 9
185610.
10	 639 102554 931159. 95.98 17 47 t'l.b 101755. 101155.*
*
7471	 164
7496.109, 760920. 193731. 194722. 193440. -50.49 2 13 868
194636. 194640,	 ._
























7b9a.111. 701004. 211639. 212235. 21	 933. -49.73 1 14 13C8 212129.
212149.
* 7732,141, 761UG7 122153 124231. 115532. 93.32 27 47 6Ub
123348. 123412•






















t08 151657, 1517	 7,





15	 518„ 94.8.6 27 47 80b 154348. 154414,	 ^.* 8130,148 2
11221,134,
761104 S
161111. 131no, 14249. 12735. -49.54 4 16 eub 13931. 13955,
* 8258.Ib3. 7b1113 1bW057. 17	 032. 161334. 93.50 27 47 60t1 165150.
1652111.	 -
* 8457.156, 761127. 1823e1, 183347. 174826. 9426 34 46 868 182649.
182722,
* 8548.153. 7b1204. 41.6 - 4, 42531 41041. -50.11 5 1 15 Jsob 42237.
42249.





* 8656.1124, 7612	 1. 195b5y. 201015. 192316, 95.U2 33 43 8Gh
* 8e55.158. 7bl225, 213428. 214414, 2058	 7. 95.78 36 47 8:;b
213659, 2137	 3,




1c3^ ^. 74657. 71559. -48.49 3 27 e0 732	 1• 73235.	 .
^c _9074.104. 770110. 83P	 6. 85555. b2836. -49.91 5 28 80e e40.32, E4048.3
* 9111.125. 77011e. 235156. 0	 132. 2314,35« 93.13 3"/ 41 1'Ut^ 135251. 2353	
9.
4145.146. 710115. 85t4u« 92215• 65512. -47.83 3 21' 608 9 728, 9	 74b.
* 918i	 110, 7 /ul lb. 01621 1 . R:2b	 8« 234111. 95.22 35 41 1 C  0 194 M .
* 9273.1()6. 110114. 10	 634, 101627. 10	 325. -49.14 3 14 N08 101521, lvl555.le8i6.
q * 9316.134. 110127. 12415. 13621. 04424. 43.41 34 47 81:6 12740.
` * 9.644.162. 770129. 1036	 b. 104329. 1030	 1• -k7.Gb E _ 14 6UN 104235.
144237.	 R-
* '^3t?1.112. 114201. 15116. 2	 251. 11b59. 95.59 35 41 e08 15455• 154	 .
* 4401.129, ill!	 ^. 112422. 111159.- 5. 0. 4 6 5 13 81;11 112335. 112339.
i
{a























*	 9509.136. 71U210. 25515. 311	 9. 22412, 94.68 35 47 808 3 238. 3 3 8.
*	 9600.135. 710216. 125158. 125927. 124626. 49.69 5 14 eO6 125822. 125844.
*	 9b37,1689 770219. 4	 7	 9. 41920. 33224, 93,36 34 47 e08 41440. 411	 4,
*	 9671.107. 770221. 13+859. 132629. 1313	 0. -47.60 5 14 SUS 132522. 132536.
i *	 970E.134,, 770224. 43413. 44551. 35859. 95.44 35 47 808 437 43 . 43755,
=i *	 9.7999136. 770302. 142426, 143419. 142114. -98.91 3 14 e08 143310. 143348.
*	 9836.167. 770305. 53111. 551	 7, 5	 712. 94,14 23 44 SU8 4 ,
*	 9927.164. 770311. 1532	 6. 1542	 0. 152911. -50.17 2 13 808 1541	 7, 1541119
*	 9964,1U2, 710314, 64959, 7	 219. 615244 92.82 34 47 808 65340o 6565es
*	 99 918,132, 770316, 16	 152. 16	 914. 1556	 1. -48.14 14 808 16	 1111, 16	 83 71
*10035.166. 770319. 7	 6	 0, 72851, 64159. 94.90 24 47 808 72031. y^,
*10126.152, 770325. 11	 548. 171711, 17	 413. , -49,4b 5 13 Eli8 1716	 ';-. 1716.35. C:
*10163.103, 710328. 82455. 837 5, 75011. 93.59 34 47 8C8 82627 82855,
*10197,127. 710330. 173649, 174419. 173U48, -41,37 6 14 SOH 174314. 1743246
^--^ *10234.152, 770402. 85157, 9 338, 81645, 95„68 35 47 SC8 65b33. 85541,
- *10291,126. 770406. 93530, 94516. 851122. 92,26 37 47 E08 93638, 936311.
*10325.144. 7704U8. 184443, 1852 5, 183859. -48.68 5 14 808 185055.
*10362.105, 770411, 95951, 101510. 92456. 94,36 34 51 EG8 10	 316. 10	 352. 1441x5
_..^
*10453,158. 770417. 195239. 20	 013, 194710. -49.98 5 14 SUS 1959 b, 195S206
*10490.128. 770420. 11	 745. 111958. 1033	 7, 93.07 34 47 606 111123. 111141.
*10524.151. 770422, 201938, 2027	 1. 201344. -47.94 5 14 eL8 e0255b. c	 t .-
*105b1.104, 77U425. 113446. 114634, 105941. 95.16 35 47 8G8 113819. 113837,
*10652.171. 71U501. 2125	 3. 213456. 212155. -49.20 3 14 E06 i	 , c	 c	 .
*10689.127, 770504. 124239. 125444, 12	 752, 93.85 34 47 608 1246 8. 12,642,
-^+ *10723.147. 71U50b, 2152	 b. 22	 3	 U, 214628. -4 7,11 3 15 E(;8 22	 1	 U, c2	 1	 4,
*10760.106. 77U509, 13	 443. 132117. 123425, 95.95 35 47 e0b 131321. 131321.




EB-41	 1 0 Search (cont.)
.¢
	
*lUti51, 163. 770515. 225458. 23 94b. 225C3H.	 -48,40	 3	 14 8U8 23 842, c3 914.
	
*1088e._126. 71U51b. 14 6 3. 142928	 134235,	 94.b5	 23_ 47 8c;. 1421 1. 142131.
	
*IO y 714.123. 77U525.	 U 750.	 01750.	 0 446,	 -49,71	 3	 14 f?U8	 01644.	 017 49
	
* U 1 E.161, 710527.	 52527. 153/3x. 145 04b.	 93.;4 6 4 47 bGb 1529 2. 152926_.- 	 -- #
	
*11178.121, 710o0t1.	 142143.	 1523 .	 13931.	 -46.42	 3	 14 eub	 151216	 152 5.
	
770610	 11 C21, 171221, 162528	 94.14 34 47 ECN - 17 344, 17 424,	 - ^-
	
*11371.121. 770b22.	 31735.	 3272b.	 31412.	 -4Fl .12	 3	 14 BUe	 32622.	 32646•
	
* 1 1414. 51 . 7 701,24. 183341 . 1 1!4(,57. 18 +1 9.	 94.93	 33	 47 EU b 	183841. 1+135 5,	 ^ --('-
	
*11505,135. 710101.	 uc52b.	 '43519.	 142221.	 -49,42	 3	 13 e 6 e	 43411,	 4 3445.
	
*11542.154. 114„103. 194? b. 195510. 14 x18, 	 93.1:3	 3u	 47 ECb	 194634. 1947 .4 •--
	
*llbl3,139. 770706. 2UIC 3, 202139. 19345U,	 95.73 35 47 E U 6 2013409 20134b,
	
11b7G.117. 770112, 205C52. 21 315 201624. 	 92k35 34 41 806 205440. 2U5442.
	
*11741.153. 17U/17. 211751. 212447, 204257.	 94.44	 34	 147 b G 6 212119, e12153.
Co	 *11832.149. 7/07214.	 r E 7.	 71b14	 1 5 8	 -49 4U	 14 NCts	 717 4,	 11124.
-4
	
*11869.118. 77U/2b. e22542. 223753. 2151 4, 	 93.1b 34	 47 Hit x22920. 222144U.	 _..
	
*11903.141. 11U"129.	 735 x .	 74457.	 1314U.	 -0.60	 3	 14 8C8	 74356.	 74416.
	*11940,163. I/U131. 225241. 23 421. 221731.	 95.25 35	 47 e tj b 225617. 225633.
	
*1 22031,1744, 77UN07.	 t!4214G.	 E523o.	 83528.	 - 4 14 * 01 . 	3	 14 60b	 85124,	 8522 U,
	
*12068.121. 77UaiO.	 11 131.	 1 1 1234. 232543.	 93. 147	 3 4	 147 Out , 	U 359,	 G 437.
*121(12,149. 770x12. - 9	 91953, 9 619,	 -46. liq	 3	 14 buts 	91853.	 91855,
	
*12159.121. 1/0816.	 95031. Iii U24,	 44731.	 -SU.3C;	 2	 13 t!L6	 95933,	 959,41,
*14196,164-	 0b 19	 b	 4 3 	 (13333,	 92.76	 34	 47 8Ct4 _ 11149, _ 11159.
	
*12230.l g bo 710b21. 1U1736	 1U27Iti. 1014 7.	 -48(.19	 3	 14 elib	 102615. 102643.
es-j1	 17ub3G	 1 12 3b	 1 35`7	 112231,	 -49,55	 1	 13 fGb 113427. 113451.
	
*12355.150. 710902.	 24234.	 24/ 145.	 2 827.	 93.51	 34	 41) e0ti	 24643.	 24711.
*_124	 7b• 7/09U U	 11 'its 12 23u_, _U 4_9	 -41 45	 3 - 1a eoti 12 127. 12 134.
	
*12bES.151. 7lb922. 1415 U- 1418 L', I LI 514.	 -50,01	 9	 13 tr Ud	 1417111. Ia17c14.
	
*1e75k.119, II U1427	 1433 14, 144b (;	 143145.	 -41.51	 1	 l4 E1:8	 1. 44359. 1x44;21.	 -
r_ .
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BB--43 .25 0 Search
LATITUDE	 HANGS	 13 59.55	 1G b0.05
h TLUNGITUDE M A NGE	 18 217.75	 TG	 218.25
v,LEKS	 67	 TU148	 bEING	 SEARCHED ^w
*	 7935.155. 761021. 2048	 0, 205030, 201733. -7.2u 30 33 80A. 204759. 2048	 3.
*	 793E.16U. 161022, 14113. 14541 2 12254. 83.17 18 23 e0bi -_ -_1432b. 14326.
"^*	 8066.181. 761031. 241	 U. 25218. 23110. -84.50 9 22 bUb 25130. 25132. _._..
b26 5 .171 . 7611 14. u24u6,^ 42712. 4__ 6	 3. -S ,^5 18 22 8G8 . x+2629, 42633. 'b
9115.127. 770113. 63141, 63711, 6	 143. -8.15 29 36 8UH} 632 3, 632 S. o ---^-
*	 9614,174. 770213, 1543	 5. 1546	 2. 152453. -03,89 18 22 808': 154519 2 154521. 0
Co	 •*10035.172. 710319. 135910. 14	 626. 1329	 7. -6.38 3v 36 808! 135941. 1359 141. o
*10167.106. 7103211. 15.716. 151330. 143719. -7.69 29 37 E08 15	 741. 15	 743.
*10366.106. 770411. 1642	 6. 17	 956. 1612	 4. -6,90 30 58 608 164234, 164236.
4






EB-43	 1 0 Search
LATIZUCE kAN6L IS bb.LU TU 60.bu
LONGITUDE HAN6E 15 217.60 10 219,00 	
-
tr.EEK5 67 r0128 BEING SEAkLHkb
* 7793„111. 7610110 195411. 195629. 192420.	 -11,3b 29 33 8(,8	 19541b. 1	 41b,
* 7796 .115 . 7b1U12.	 046)1.	 05043,	 02941.	 -87.33	 16 22 8Cb	 04937.	
04943,
* 7867.115. 761U17. 	 11423.	 11723.	 U5618, = 85.26	 16 22 Buts	
llt2d.	 116400
* 7935.155. 16JU21. 2048 U. 205030. 201733, 	 -7„20 30 33 dGb 204759, 2048 9. 	 ^-^-
	
7936,160. 761022,	 14113.	 14541.	 12254.	 -83.17	 18 %3 tUe	 14320.	 14336.
* 8066.181. 161031. 241 0. 2521b. d3110. •84.50	 9 22 FCb	 25122. 25140.
* 8265.171. 161114. 42446, u 2 712. 4 6 3, -e3,75 18 22 80b	 42623, 42639.
*_864S,159.  7b1e11.	 74715.	 75155.	 73047. -£17.31	 16 22 808	 75043,	
75045,
*8660,Ibe. 761212. 2aG30. 24559, 21U24.	 -6.26 30 36 8G8	 24052. 24110,
* 884 r , 53. 761225	 430 9, 43727,	 4 017. -lu.9i: 29 36 8C8	
43013, 43[117,
* 6842.156. 1t1225. 9cG53. 92643. 9 538, -86,45 15 22 848	 92534. 92544.
* 8859.162. 761226. 41522. 42045.	 34515.	 -5.50 30 36 846	 41551, 416 91
	
9044.159. 7701U8.	 6 450.	 biU20,	 53453.	 -10.116 29	 36 eUe	 6 449,	 6 5 1,	
__..
* 905e,1b7. 7701U`i.	 54953.	 55458. 51950,	 -4.68 30 30 bGt+	
55034, 55046.
* 9061.170, 7701639. 103422. 104928. 102511. 	 -80.65	 9 25 80e	 1646 1, 1046 1,
* 9115.121. 77U113.	 63141.	 63711.	 b 143.	 -8.15 29	 36 808	 63153,	
63211,
* 9172.103. 77U117.	 713110	 72029.	 64321.	 -11.54	 29	 38 e0b	 71317.	
11317.	 "-
* 9186._114. 77U118. b5t[4.	 7 539.	 6 ,; 8 19.	 •6,06 30 38 808	 65849.	 659 7.
* 938 5 .116. 77U201.	 833 9.	 84 9 2,	 8 3 7.	 •5.29	 3U	 46 86161	 83345,
	 8 4	 ,
* 9644,114. 770219. 1541 5. 154b 2. 152453,	 -83.89	 16 22 eGH	 154511. 1§4529,	 ,.
+^ J 9701.12 9a. 71U223. Ib2135. 1632 6, la 630.	 -81.29	 15 G6 eCe	 162626. 16 632.
* 9b91.13e. 11030 9. 13 537. 131 4 38. 123543. -10.49 29 39 BU8 13 539. 13 549.	 r
* 9900.146. 710309. I754?t9. It 240, 1741 4. 	 -66.46	 17	 22 CLb	 18 1 U. 1	 i4.
*10039.172. 770319. 11551t t • 14 b2a. 1325 7.	 -6.38	 36	 31± 8Gb	 135935. 135953.
*1UU96-. 19. 710323. lu46ao . 1449,43. 141044.	 -9.77 29	 39 bG6	 1440409 1440_6.
*16110,1 4 0. ll u3e.u. 142554. 143259. 135542•	 '°4430	 30 _38 8(;o	 142b30. 142636,	 }`
*10161.106. 1/0326, 15 714. 151330, 143119.	 -7.64 29 37 ebb 15 7 iJ, lb 75i.
*1_0 224.14 6. 11 (, y o I. 154246. 155423, 151b5bo 	 -11,(,9 29	 36 El8	 15'4852. 154856.
x1U227.14L. 71U4L1. 2o392h. 2r^u550. 202417. 	 =611,09	 15	 22 t' 0b	 204413.	 044c1.
*14236 . 155. 174442. 15335t, . 154(,13, 15 353.	 -5,60	 30 _37 8G6	 15.3ac1. 15344
b 1 U3t&.IUb. 710411, 164i 6. 17 95h. 1612 4.	 -b.9i^	 3C3^ 5^! bG8	
1642 b. 16 4.4 4♦ 	 -









EB-44 .25 0 Search
LATilUDE kANGE 15 25.75 10 20.25
LONGIiUDL RANGE IS 273.75 To 274.25
ALEKS 81 T0155 bEING SEARCHED
•	 9239.157. 770122. U5715. 1	 943, U2249. 91.82 34 47 808 1	 537, 1	 537,
•	 95bb.101, 77U214. 340	 8, 35240., 3 548. 91.26 34 47 SC6 34628, 34832.
*10092,125. 77U323. 756	 0, 8	 9	 0, 7233b. 91.51 34 46 800 8	 61b, 6'	 604,
*102E9,109. 770404, 194620, 194915, 1939	 9. 70.61 7 11 888 _194721. 194721.
*10596.125. 770421. 222429, 2232 8. 2222 5. 71,13 2 11 8C8 2230 9, 223013.
*lObi8.146. 770429, 12142b. 122810, 114118. 91.76 33 41 8U8 1224	 4, 1224	 0.
*11471.115. 770426, 191453, 192834, 184144. 91.54 33 47 80H 192424, 192432,
*13681.158, 171201. 234215. 234954. 233952. -71.18 2 11 E'0a 234756, 2348	 0.
*13703.170. 771203. 133210. 134930. 1259	 4. 91,71 33 51 8U8 134148. 134152,
*14030.106, 77122h p 161434. ib313u. 154131. 91,33 33 50 E08 162411. 162417.
*14556.132. 780201. 203120. 204853, 195815. 91.83 033 051 E08 2041	 3. 2041	 3,
I!
EB-44	 1 0 Search
-CA TIIUUE	 HANGS	 iS 25.,,U	 TC 27.0'1
LONG11UG1= hAnFiE	 IS 213.00	 TO	 275.Uu
WEEKS	 81	 T0155 dE1NG SEAkCHED
5^1i1.i25. 170112. 235156. 0	 132, 23 1 435. 93.13 37 2:7 ece 235739. 235739.
*	 9239.151. 711122. 05715. 1	 943. 02249, 91.1;2 34 47 806 1	 515. 1	 553,
^	 943e.iS 2s. 7IU2^35. 2aa 2Y2. 2u p 3.3. 15137. '2.59 34 47 t0d 24025.  24041.
*	 956G	 101. 770214. 340	 H. 35240. 3	 541{. 91,28 34 47 E0,8 , 34614. 34852.
97 E5.1 ul, 710eeb. 5	 719. 524	 U. 44US7. 92.uv 2 t) uu tro 523	 9. 523"1.
9871.111. 770307. lb313b. 1839	 2. 1n2922. -12.1U 2 10 ecLa lb3712, 1637E4.
C)Co 	 *	 996".102. 7703 1'1. 64 y '3 q . 7	 219. b1524. 92.62 34 4 7 el^t 65818. 65Sc8, ^
*1 0092. 125. 110323. 15P	 0. 8	 9	 u. 14330. 91.51 34 46 6Lt3 8 4 2. C'	 640.
*IO26 1s.Io9. 770w0u. 194620 194915. 1939	 9. -70.b1 7 11 et,8 194659. 194735. O
*10291.126. I/04Ub 43530. y451b, a5b22. 92.26 37 41 e C 6 941	 U. 9412b. tom"'
*10391,12b. 110413. 2USIPO. 2U5713. 20 14120. - 71.91 4 lo 8,t.tj 205510. 205528.
*IOu19 Ise. 110415, 103939, 1U5t^1d-. 10	 634. 9U.96 33 5U tG8 1049	 0. 104932. y
* 1 0490.126. 77U42U, 11	 745. 111956. 1033	 7. 93.'17 34 47 e0d 1116	 9. 111611, r. C:D
*L 596.125 17u 212"Is 222429 2232	 6. 1!222	 5. -71.13 2 11 ela 222955. 223uS1.
*^"ale.lu6. I1u429, 121426. 126610. 11411th. 91.74 33 447 et,1* 122344. 122'122.
*1j0724..14Sx 710506. 2'33423, 2342	 0. 1,'33015, -72.43 4 1' eu6 2338	 5. 2338	 9,
*1074b.lbl. 7705U6. 132335. 133616. 124928. gU.4b 34 47 eu6 133154, 1S3210.
*1.0	 .126. 770511, 135924. 0	 654. 23b649. -70.34 2 11 fl, 08 0	 4 47. 0	 515.
*1U994,.141. 77U52b. 13+23. 14137. 13132,. -69.54 2 11 ec8 13952, 13958,
*11321,lbU. 110616. 4411	 b. 424251. 41423,. -70.05 2 1- 1 eca_. 42229 • _ 42249•
*il471.115. 170626. 191"53. 19283 21. 184144, 91.54 33 47> ecH 19^2 [4^10, 192448.
*11bJQx} 	 Zs._?^U112. 205052. 21	 315. 201624n 9c. 35__ 34 of a o 6 2059 6. 20590 ra.
EB-44 1 0 Search (cont.)
*11847.104, 710125, 83441. #4154. #3151. -. b9.13 2 11 eu8 840	 7, 84017,
*110b4.118. 7713726. 222 5 42. 223753. 2151	 4. 93.16 30 47 808 2234 8, 2234 8,
*12196.lb4. 710619. 1	 e	 8w 120234 03,333. 92,7b 34 47 806 11625, 11637,
*1ad29	 204. 710918, 15	 741. 1515181 1S	 527. -71.95 2 !0 Sots 151311, 151335.
*13U49.114, 771018, 8	 821. b204U. 73351. 92.59 34 47 806 816394 816551
* 1;376, I. 6_._ 771112, 1050' 2 11	 12 0 ,10 16 R 9 , 92.14 34 51 bob 1059 3. 105933..
*13575.151. 771124. 122415, 124058. 1151	 It 9e.99 33 'S0 808 1234	 1. 1234	 13.
*13611.158. 771201. 234215, 234954. 233752. -71.18 2 11 Soo 234742, 23481#1,
*1370.3,170. 171203, 1.33210. 13+930. 125'7	 4. 91.71 33 51 808 1.34130. 1342	 8,
*14030,106. 711226. 161434 163130. 154131. 91.33 33 5o 808 1b2357. 162435.
*14158.131, 780104. 173035. 1739	 2. lb4932, 90.07 41 50 eO; 173158, 1132	 4,
*14420.107, 780123, 192429. 193716, 165026. 93.05 034 047 SG8193328. 193330.
*14556.132. 780201. 203120, 204853, 195615, 91.83 033 051 8G8 204041. 204119,
*15082.167. 7813311. 04818. 1	 614. 01510. 92.28 033 052 808 015748, 05814*
a'	 *15188,171. 76031P. 12	 612. 121348. 12	 356. .	 -71.87 002 010 802 12A14$, 1212 b•
*154259,145. 780323. 123255, 12#017, 1230	 6. ---9.67 002 011 808 123824. 123832.



























EB-45 .25 0 Search
LA11TUDE	 RANGE	 JS	 59.95	 TU	 60.45
LON61TLOL	 kAN6L	 1S 212-.95	 TO	 213.45
ViLEK5124	 TG155 bEIN6	 SEAkChEG
*14293.1b1.	 780114.	 b	 558.	 61522•	 54;59.	 -58.44	 15	 2b	 506	 61929,	 b1Ca9.
*1^+691.I82.	 7e0211.	 9WN2 .	 9242b.	 85	 5d.	 -86.72	 Old	 U26	 Ebb	 81936.	 914th.
*15018.109.	 78U30b.	 11`7	 0.	 12	 6	 0.	 .14111.	 -e7 n 09	 015	 025	 511	 12	 151,	 12	 155.
51	 E	 132	 IB[}315	 1 .E	 L;	 b	 1314	 1	 1245	 8	 -8813.5	 015	 U?5	 511	 15	 936.	 13	 940.
*15271.154. 150324. 921 2. 93513•	 85126. -13.54 029 044 802	 92140• 92142,
	
*15345.136. 780329. 143951. 144851. 1423128. -81.44 U16 026 80C 	 1444 6. 1 444 8.
a
	a3H34V39 SNAP SS101 r,2T9^ta3^+	!
028hT2 n1 02'2T2 5T 19VV8 30nI19NQ3
O2'tA ill 02'65 SI agNyN 3af11Ilyi
yoat'RS o t	St--23
_;-
'ET5?ST'S 52StR029 05	0IRO6-6. 17	55 0h1 170'	b2
'Rh620T'0£620T2041700620SR't7T-0Rf6S649IEhOI'r]	520T°?.f.)hnRL*;PT'56£4T*
'9I17t7hTm9SEfiit7IROR920910b LR-69FUhT0 L S R h " 1196 T h






















































^ I ' I.I i 11 I ^ JJ _'^-]_iJ_ I_J_ Ll	 LA--J '^'
1	 4
EB--52 .25° Search
LATITUDE	 RANGE	 13 38.15	 TO	 3H.65
LONGl iOUt 	 NAN6L	 18 245.45	 TO	 285.95
ALEKS
	 15	 TO 28 BEING SLAkCHED OO
*	 1816.171.	 150816, 115725.	 121341. 112431, 93.1x1 32 50 8L2 12	 311. 12	 317, o
*	 2108.392.	 750905. d32t	 9.	 233440. 2322 8, -49.92 4 13tu2 2334144 _ 233420.
* 2344.	 12.	 7509U. 161456.	 162723. 154321. 93.78 31 ^5 6G2 162159 , 1622	 1• ^
*	 2870:502.	 751029, 203b47.	 209410_, 20	 2	 7, 93.16
--





^, wy •.Sir {^	 _	 - _	 _	 -
£8-52	 1 0 Search
LATITUDE	 RANGE	 IS 37,4u	 TU	 39.40
RANGE	 IS
-
LONGITUDE 214.10 TO	 286.70
ALEKS	 15	 10 28 bLING SEARCHED
* 1710.	 73. 75U80b. 201529. 202420. 2U11-45, -51.27 3 13 808 282335. 202343,
*_1781,143. 750013. 204c4U, 205ubb. 203629. -49.22 4 13 802 805029. 245057.
* 1tS18.171, 150b1b. 115125. 121341. 112431. 93.61 32 50 e42 12 253, 12	 333.
* 190S.243. 75U622. 21 5 32U. 2159	 5. 2146561 -SU,59 6 13 LU2_ c15b4b, 2159	 4.
* 2U17.325. 15083U. 131415. 134928, 1254 ;42. 94.49 34 50 862 133824. 133844.
* 210E.392. 75U9U5. 2326	 9. 233440. 2322	 8. -'49.92 4 13 802 233358. 233436.	 -~r"
* 221E.4bE. 7509130 151051. 1520[3. 143429. 95.2b 3b 46 CG2 151325. 151331.
* 2236.462. 150915. u3t51. 04b21. 030 35 . -51.30 6 lb_ - raa_ 04225, 04231.
* 2307.53b. 15092U. 1	 354. 1	 947. 45718. -49.25 to 13 ece 1	 918, 1	 94+b.
* 2,40,	 12, 750922, 101456, 162723 2 i5u321. 43.7tt S1 '45 EU2 162143. lb22c3,_
* 2435.118. 154529. 211	 9. 21b54. 2	 540. -50.t3 5 14 642 21736, 21758.
2506.184. 151UUy. 23817. 24b	 3. ?_3229. -48.57 5 14 8c2 24445. 24459.
* 2543,&29„ 151u0 115154. lb	 841. 11 I t! r1• 94.44 33 51 8Le 1757	 9, 175733.
* 2705.407. 751U1b, 41335. 42123. 4	 738. -47,b9 5 14 bC2 420	 8, 420	 6,
* 2762.443. 7510 5t2u. 5 4922, -51.32 / 17 t'C8 5	 112, 5	 118,




k	 ^	 I	 ',	 ^	 af	 ;










E8-61 .25 0 Search
LATI PUCE	 kANGE	 IS 28,25	 TO	 20.75
LON611 ODE RANGE	 IS 268.1+5 70 269.35
-ALIKE 20 70106 HEING SEAkrhED
*	 2507.265. 751004. 41836. 42427• 41416, -13.89 a 11 802 42312, 42316.
*	 343;.822. 75120 14. 15648. 22331. 11/30. 84.66 41 67 L1,2 15922, 15930.
*	 6516.121. 760713. 13	 81b. 131643. 13	 651. -7 14,05 1 1G 802 131543, 131551.
yt	
'l 4	 147 760917 105025, 105747. 10	 9	 3. 85.02 41 49 8C2 105057, 105 1 	 3.
*10326.145. 77040$. 202348. 203U37. 202046, -74,00 3 10 6Gb c42944. 20294b.
£B-61	 1 0 Search
LA TITUDE	 kANGb	 IS 27.50	 TO 29.50
LONGITUDE BANUL	 IS 268.10	 TU 270,10
hEEKS	 20	 T0106	 136 ING SEAkCHLb
* 2308.539. 75U92U. 24046. 24825, 239 5. -14.57 1 10 802 W	 43, 24615-
* 2507.165. 751004. +1836. 42427, 91416. -73.89 4 11 802 42254, 423309
*	 2515,192. 151U04. ib2539. 111 3653. 174b33. 63.51 41 49 8G2 183011. 183011.
* 2635,335w 751013. 521	 2. 533	 2. 52243. -75.27 4 11 6G2 53121. 53135.
*	 2706.408. 751018. 55122. 55 ;;3b. 54925. -13.21 1 11 802 556219 531339•
* 2765.45b. 751023. 203042. 2031	 2, 195u25. 86.24 40 47 802 c03231, 203241.
*	 3161,666. 751119, 94541. 95145. 94126. -75.28 4 11 802 950 4, 95010.
3439.822, 751209. 1584B. 22331. 1173U. 84,86 41 67 802 159	 B e 1594b.
3567,867. 15121b, 3 . 7	 6, 33139. 22555. e3.52 41 bb b02 3	 733, 3 739.
*	 31bt.118. 76U1U1 44217. 5 652. 4	 1	 0. e4.c1 41 66 802 442313, 443	 4.
u'	 *	 3837.lb8.cn 160106. 5	 830. 53357. 42141. 8b.27 40 67 6U2 5 949, 5	
57,
^
*4093. 337. U	 u76	 i2 72539. 75012. 64426. 83.55 u1 bb 82;2 726	 b, 72b14 . a	 _---^
*	 4164.388. 780129. 752	 3. 81717. 711	 8. 85.61 40 67 08 e 75256, 753 24 * r
*	 4213.423.
I `
7n02u1. 182139. 1a2b23. 161633. -75,21 3 1V 8t,2 182111. 182727. b	
-^N
* 4b14.265. 160301. 11443b. 115120. 11	 254. 83,62 41 49 802 11443b, 114442.
*	 4b90.433. 7t)0306s, 121123 121826. 112935. 85.68 4 1 49 802 121127. 121151.
*	 6516.121, 160713, 13	 81e. 131b43, 13	 651. -74.05 1 10 802 131529. I	 16	 be
6644.153. 7bU122. 1423	 o. 1426	 0. 1415	 9. -75.38 7 11 8011 142347, 142357,
*	 7448 .147. 760917. 105G25, 105747. 10	 9	 3. 115.02 41 44 LG2 105041, 105119.
*	 7696.112. 761004. 2259	 0. 23	 4	 0. 225120. - 75.05 7 13 808 225958, 23	 01b,
*	 7974.190. 7b1U2 -4. 1457	 3, 15	 846. 1421	 6. 85.19 29 4a e013 15	 844, 15	 848. -_-_
*	 13023.143, 741026. 142	 0. 146	 U. 13429. -75.62 7 _12 e0k4 143	 1, 143 1 1.
*	 8549.154. 761204. 6	 C	 U. t:	 4	 I). 55228. -75.43 7 12 d08 6	 1	 b. 6	 llb.
*	 8947.159. 7700 t)1. 911	 0. 92654. 9	 146. -73.81 9 26 86b 911	 0. 911	 U.
*9075.105. 770110. 1018	 0. 1(3520. 101023. -75.23 7 25 e1,8 1019	 1. 101915.
i	 *103 26.145. 71G40o . 202348. 203037. 202046. -74.00 3 l0 eoH 202924, 2030	 U.
*10334.151. 71u409. 103ti2. 103920. 955	 2. 83.41 41 45 IF (,8 103640. 103044.
*10 405.131. 770414. 11	 232. 11	 e	 9. 1u213b. 85 .50 40 r! 1 t4 C h 11	 322. 11	 352.
*10^t54.159. 770 14 t7. 2133	 3. 213k15u. 212851. -75.30 4 10 8C 1. 213735. 213747,
*1052_5_. 152. 170422. 215456. 22	 514. 215531. -13.22 4 t o b a rs 22	 425. i2	 445.


















































EB-63 .25 0 Search
LATITUDE	 RANGL	 IS 40.55	 TO 41.05
LONGITUDE RAkGE	 13 291.25	 TO	 291.75
WEEKS 98	 T0150 BEING SEARCHED
*	 9779.115. 770301. 44955, 51225. 42534. 97,54 24 47 8G8 5 328, 5 332.
*10106.136. 770324. 744	 3. 75525. 7	 834. 96.99 35 47 FOB 74624. 74621.
*10211.137, 770331, 1723	 4, 17295b. 171545, -41.89 7 15 eG8 172839. 172545•
*10632,155, 770430, 12	 147, 121259, 112615, 97.25 35 47 8G8 , 12 4 5, 12	 413.
*10737.157. 77u5o7. 213231, 214743. 213326. -41.63 5 15 8G8 214622, 214626. 0 0
*11064.114. 770531. 02115, _03027. 01618. -42.13 4 15 80b 02912, 02912, "Zi
*11158,108, 77U60b, 161513. 163038, 154352. 97.53 31 41 B06^162146, 162150. rl^ a
*12011.159. 770805. 231915. 233036. 224350„ 97.43 35 41 8c8 232142. 232148.
*12330,101. 770829, 2	 C48, 21338. 12652. 96.89 33 47 8C 13 2 442, 2	 442. ^v
*12664.129. 771005. 41538. 63154. 54412. 97.25 35 47 808 622 2, 62210.
*13380.161. 771111. 103515. 105517, 10	 126. 97.63 33 54 8G8 103922. 103924. >
*13717.182. 771244. 131746. 133744, 1244	 U. 97.20 33 5U 808 132150. 132150.
*14243.119. 780110. 173153, 17544f3. 17	 055. 97.67 30 5" 848 173853, 173853.
*14570,1"4. 780202. 2014	 6. 203654, 194311. 197.32 030 054 808 2021	 1, 2021	 9.
0
a
DEB-63	 1 0 Search
LAT 111,0E RANGE 18
LON61TUDE RANGE 18















*1.0 ull,-LUb * 710QIb,
*I05u 14.137. 71 Lir2l.
*1u53e, leu. 71,[423.
* I ub3[.155. 770030.
* 1+j, 7_3?.,.^57. 7 1 11 507.
*lu7btv.106. 71U509.
*10a31 .. L5 i. 77651 ^4.
*1 n6b5.114. 77051b.
*LI19_„1 54, 774 5 21.
*10955.10 4?. 774523.
*1.],.064:,114 ,.716531.
*11156.10..'. 7,4e^ ► b.
* j 1357 L 1 ^?7.._ 71^162u.
*11341.13 4 . 170t23.
















lb5242. 1 91 454.
1Oct54, 1 . 03N23 ,
IU5346, 11 u46.











































97.54 24 47 eC8	 5 312.
	
-41.30	 5	 15 eU8 . 1414521.
	
90.28 c3 147 808	 611 69
	-4 b 7	 4	 14 808 155339.
	
-40.5.	 5 15 µ68 162035,
	








7 15 Id 8 1728259
	




-39.bu	 7 15 8C6 175537,
	
97.7(4 35 47 8Lb	 921 4 0
	
-43.20	 4	 14 8Le 183637.
	
-41.10
	 2 15 ieCm 19 323,
	
96,141	 35 _417 & C e 1029 5,
96.55 35 47 PCe 1056 5.
	-42
	
7	 15 eL,b 201122.
	
97.25	 35	 47 eur+ 12 349,
	
-141 .e3	 5	 15 r. (I 1H 214b 61
45.95 35 41 euh 131159.
	
(iF?.t.:4	 35	 u7 ei-LH 1338149.
	
- 142.92	 4	 14 TtCe c25415,
	
-4C,N3_ 5	 15 bia 2321 1,
	
rib .74	 35	 147 t[.)' 1144h43.




31	 x47 tti+? Ih213(l.
91.32 33 47 e C 0 175b27,
-142.bu_
	
4	 14 H{r	 31149,
94.



































EB-63	 1 0 Search (cont.)
*11613.139. 770708. 2010	 3, 202139. 193450• 95.73 35 47 808 201224. 201230.
*11812.141, 770722, 214,152, 215619, 21	 929. 96 6 54 35 47 808 2147 3. 214727.
*11883.130. 770727. 221139. 222241. 2136	 1. 98,64 35 47 808 2214	 3, 221413.
*11917,148, 770730, 72131, 73043, 71637. -42,32 4 15 808_ 72917. 72943.
w12011.159. 770805, 231915. 233036. 224350, 97.43 35 47 808 232126, 2322 2.
*12139.101, 770615. 02716, 03846, 235215, 96,07 35 47 808 1 02949. 030	 3.
*12210.171, 770820. O y u	 8, 1	 513, 01829. 98.24 35 47 808 05623. 05641.
*12338.101, 770829, 2	 048, 21336, 12652. 96.89 33 47 8C8` 2 426. 2	 45(x.
*12409,162. 774903. 22726, 23957, 15324, 98.99 34 47 8G8 23134, 231369
*1273.6_.101, 710926, 51144, 52245, 436	 7, 98»53 35 47 808} 514	 7. 51419.
*12864.129, 771005, 61938, 63054, 54412. 97.25 35 47 8C8 62146. 62224,
*12992.IS2. 771014. 72732, 739
	
U. 65217, 95,96 35 47 toe, 72951 2 730	 3^
*13063,128a 771019, 75415. 8 530, 71847. 98.08 35 47 8G2 75637. 75659.
*1130,13€1., 711109, 19	 1	 0- 191b28, 19	 0271, -39.95 0 19 802 191343. 191345„
*13390.1610 771111. 103515, 105517. 10	 126. 97.63 33 54 8G8 1039 6. 103938.
*13518,19., 771120. 114252, 12	 232, it	 912, 96.43 33 54 8Le 114646. 1147	 6,
*13589.172. 771125, 115949. 123013. 113557. 98.47 23 55 8G8 121355, 1214	 9,
*13b25.215, 111127. 212.124.. e13035,, 21 11632, -42.48 4 15 8u8 212912. 212934.
*13717.182, 771204. 151746, 133740. 1244	 0, 91,20 33 54 808 132134, 132212.
*13$45,117, 7121.5. 140235, 144456, 135146, 96.01 30 54 80ii 142920. 14?932,
*13916,174. 711218. 1452	 7. 151219. 141813. 98.13 33 55 eC8 1456'5, 145625,
*13950.120. 771221, 0	 348n 01249, _2359	 2. -42,88 4 14 6L8 01142, 01156,
*14115.183. 780101, 162657, 164723, 155257. 98.92 33 55 8G8 1631	 5, 1631	 9.
*14243,119. 720110, 173153, 175446. 17	 055, 9'1.47 30 54 8C8 173837. 1739	 7.
*14570.144. 780202. 2014	 6, 203654. 194311. 97.32 030 054 8C8 202045, 202123.










EB-70 .25° Search r-
LAT 11 LCE HANGE IS 59.25 TU 51.75
LONGITUDE kANGE IS 217.55 TO 218.05
hEEKB 87 T(1111 8EING SEARCHED	 r"
* 7867.175. 761617,	 11023. 11723. 05bl8. -85.26 18 22 8Cd	 11632.	 11634.
7935.155. 761021. 204E 0. 20503u. 201733. 	 -1.2o 30 33 808 2008 3, 2048 5.	 O ry
	
8066.181. 761031. 24 1 0. 25218.	 2311 0. -84.50	 9 22 8C 8 	 i?5132. 25132. t* 'e
* 86b0.168. 761212,	 24030, 20559.	 21024 1t	-6.2b 30 3b fIr08	 241 2. 241 4.	 a .,!
- Y-	 * lil8t,114. 770118. 65824. 7 539. b2819. 	 -6.06 30 311 EflB	 65859. 659 1.	 5
135.^	 *101139.172. 77(13 , 9, 135516, 14 628, 1329 7,, 	 •6. 38 30 38 846	 943. 13594 7





EB-70 1 0 Search
L.ATIILCE RANGE 18 56.50 TO bO.5u
LONGITLUE RANGE. IS 216.80 TO 218.80	 -
NEEKS b7 70111 bEING SEARCHED	 j
	
* 779t.115. 761U12.	 04611.	 05043.	 02941. -67.33 lb 22 801 i1	 04 27.	 04905.
	
* 7861.175. 761017.	 '41 ,423.	 11723. 05618. -85.26 18 22 L"	 11624,	 11602.
	
* 7924.116. 761021,	 154 0.	 15913.	 13756. -88.15	 lb 22 806	 15742.	 1571160
* 7935 155 7ti10121	 2045 4, 205030. 241733.	 -7.20 30 33 8c,a 204759. 2014811.
	
* 793.8.160. 761022, 	 1+113.	 14541.	 12254. -83,17	 18 23	 14320.	 14338.	 f
	* 8066 181. 761031. 241 0. 25218. 2311U. -84.50 	 9 22 Lt+	 25124. 25142.
	
* 82651171. 161114,	 42446. 42712. 4 6 3, -83.75 18 22 e0e	 42625.	 42641.
	
*_ 8450 153. 761127. 61159, 61715. 55557. -88.47 18 22 80,b	 61543. 61549,
	
* 86149.155. 1b 1211.	 7,411'5.	 75153.	 73447, -61.71	 16 22 808	 7x033.	 75447,	 -
	
21012u.	 -6.26 30 36 f+ GB	 240?S 4. 	24112.
	
* 8664.168. 761212_, 	 24C3^+. 2455,4.	 85847. 85E!a7.	 '
^	 ^ 8117,'405. 7b 1220. E15510. 9 4i4. 8Sti 1. -85.03 f6 22 808 	 '
	
* $$,48.156. 761225. 92053. 92643. 9 538. -86.45 15 22 b4t3	 92526. 92544.
	
* 8859.162. 761226. 41522. 42045. 34515.	 -5.50 30 36 eC	 41553. 41611.
	
9044.159. 770108.	 b 45 0.	 b10j20.	 53453. - 10.16 29 3b F Lo	 6 459.	 6 5 3,	 I __ -
	
905E, 167. 77UI09.	 54553. '554511, 51'450,	 -14,68 30 36 Bt;K	 55036.	 550540
	* 9115.127. 770113.	 63141.	 63711. b 143.	 -8.15 29 3b 808	 63155.	 63,113.
	
* 4186.11 41, 7701111.	 65#'24.	 7 539.	 62819.	 -6.0b 3U 38 bG +.	 65851.	 b55 9.
	
* 9303.129. 110120. 1313 2, 131811, 125655. 	 -111'.1+ 2	 16	 22 e0ii 131641. 131643. +	 -
	
4385.116. 7711201. 	 833 9. e49 2. 8 3 7.	 -5.29 30 46 8t	 83 341.	 e34 5.
	
* 945t.174. 77U20b. 9 0 0. 9 926. +2'343.	 -3.21 30 40 608	 9 045, 9 049,
	
96414.174. 170219. 15 4 3 5. 15 14" 2. 152453.	 -143.89	 16 22 81:6 1514513. 154531.
	
* 97 01.125. -110223, ib2135. 1632 b. lb 630.	 -81«29	 15	 21- 846 1(22616, 162634.	
__..
9 897.138. 71Us0) y , 13 5310 131438. 123543, -10.45 29 39 tC6 13 549. 13 549,
	
* 99 0(3. 140« 710309. 175819. i ,^ 240. 17 41 4.	 -8b,46	 17 22 b06 18 058, 16 llb.
	
*lo03S.172, 774319. 135510+, 114 t26, 1329 7. 	 -b.38 30 3t t^Gt 135937. 13 955.	 .
	
* 1009t.129._71U3?3. IQLl01A0. 14 4 943. _14144x,	 -9.77 29 39 e p 14 14050. 11414058.
	*1411x.14 1 . 77032 1 . 14255 4 . 143259. 135542.	 -4.30 30	 3b t^CK 1 42632. 14264 t1.
	
*^. Qlt7 10+6. /7U328 15 71b. 151330. 143719. 	 -7.0_29 37 t!L8 15 735,, 15 753.
*14e27.1146« 71U4ttt. 2U3928, 204550. 202417. -81,05 15 22 8CK 2044 5. 20414c3.
	
*'40)23 8. 155, /0402. 15335K. 154U 33. 15 353.	 -5.60 3 0 _37 £Co 155429. 153469.
*lU3 t.10t	17r}t+11. lt42 b, 17 '058. 1612 u.	 -b.9t,	 314	 5	 r0 ,i 164228. 1614214".
br
103
OF poo -R tlf?r`^Y,Y`I`^`
BUOY: EB.-71
DATE DEPLOYED:	 9/76



















EB-71 .25 0 Search
LA11TUUE	 RANGE.	 15 25.15	 10	 26.25
LGhG1TLDE kANGE	 18 266.25 Fo 266.75
-
--
nE.EKS	 72 T0155	 i3EING SEARCeEr
k	 722?.130. 760901. 1923	 0. 1927	 U. 191455. -78.62 a 13 808 192259. 1923	 5.
e	 7753.161. 761006. 2341	 0. 2345 0. 233259. -7E.45 8 13 eO8 2341	 3. 234111.
k	 8279.102. 761115. 35S	 Q. 4	 2	 1. 351	 0. -76.20 7 12 '-O8 359 8 1 35912.
t	 8606.125. 7612118, 64e	 U, 645	 (!s 63W	 7. -7883 7 11 60b_ b4211, 64211.
k	 9132.138. 770114. 105 91 	0. 111459. 105E	 1. -76.63 6 23 8bei 11	 0	 5, 11	 0	 9.
! 10533.159. 770123, 1211	 b, 12153$. 112947. a4,19 41 _46 808 121231. 121235.







Y	 ► 	 a'	 ^
EB-71	 1 0 Search
LATITUDE RANGE I5 25.00 T O 27.00
LONGITUDE RANGE I5 2b5.5o To 267.50
KEE.KS 72 70155 BEING SEARCHED
	
* 7227.130. 760901. 1923 0. 1927 0. 191455. • 78.62	 8 13 808 1922599 192321,
	
* 7426 131. 7bo915 205630. 21 230. 204949. -11.87 	 b 13 808 205747. 205815.
* 744.8.147. 760917. 105025. 105747. 10 9 3. 	 85.02 41 49 e02 105149, 1052 7.
	
7554,141. 760924, 22 5 0. 2212 0. 2158 6. 	 79.21	 b 14 808.22 555._22 620,
y' 7625.133. 760929. 2232	 2237 0. 222443. -71.13	 7 13 8C8 2233 1. 2233 9,
	
7753 161. 7610011 2341 0, 2345 U. 233259. -711.45 	 8 13 e08 234059. 234125.
* 7952.171. 761024.	 116 0.	 121 0,	 1 752• -77.b9	 8	 14 808	 116 G.	 116186
* 80130.1{11. 7b1101.	 223 0,	 2211 0.	 216 8.	 -79.G1	 b	 12 8011	 212358,	 22428,
	* 8151.172. 7b110b. 24944. 254 0, 24245. -76.94 	 6 12 8C6	 251 9. 25111.
* 8279 102 7611 S	 349 0. u 2 1. 351 0.' 478.26	 7	 12 b08	 359 0. 35926,
	
8407.123, 761124. 5 6 0, 5 10 0, 45916. -79.59	 b 11 808	 5 1 6. 6 7cU.
	
* 8478.102. 761129. 53233. 537 U. 52552. -77.51	 b 12 8C8 	 534 0. 53418.
	
* 8606.125. 761208, 64a 0, 645 0, 630 7. -78.83	 7 11 8013	 64159. 64231.
* 9132,138. 770114. 1U5 q 0. 111459. 1052 1.	 -71.63	 6 23 8C8 105951, 11 027•
*1033,151. 710409. 103612@ 103920, 	 955 2.	 83.41 41	 45 808 103728. 103758.
*10405.131. 7IU414, 11 232. 11 8 9„ 102136• 	 13550	 40	 47 808. 1 .1 4.36_._ 11 440.
*10533,159. 710423, 1211 6. 121535. 112947,	 84.19 41	 46 80 r3 121213, 121251,
*10661.107. 770502, 1315 4, 132416. 123157.	 82.89 41	 47 8118 132023, 332037.
*10732.152. 770507. 134551. 1351 2. 13 w3l.	 84.38 41	 47 818 134715. 134735,
*1201G. 1b5. 770806, 103632, 10454b, 103619.	 +79.82	 0	 10 808 1044 9. !,04415.
*12217.184. 770820. 121057. 122029. 121057.	 -79.00	 o	 111 808 121847. 121917.
*13419.189. 711113. 115440. 12 118. 1113 6.	 83.18	 41	 49 800 115532. 115558.
	
*13596.182. 771125. 232e2b. 233755. 23282b. -7e,76 	 0 10 RCN 233616. 233652.
*_1_3795.111. 711210. 	 1 3 1.	 112321	 1 256.	 -77.92	 0	 10 tCe	 11052.	 11122.
*14144.120. -180103. 174555. 1753 4. 17 435.	 80.58	 41	 49 e.Ct4 1 -141 9. 17 47 374 •




















----- --------- I LL --U-j A-t'
EB-72 .25° Search
LATITUDE }MANGE 15 56.75 TO 57.25
_LONGITUDE RANGE IS 208.35 TU 208.85
iNEEK8115 10155 BEING SEARCHED
*1488 7.176. 780225, 55732. 6 3 3. 52741• 	 -9.82 029 036 802	 55923. 55923.
*15086.170. 780311	 73c b t 74622	 7 218	 -9 00 029 045 802	 734 4.	 734 8.




EB-72	 1 0 SearC
LATITUDE RANGE 15 56.00 TO 58.00
LONGITUDE. RANGE 15 207.60 TO 209,60
wE,EK8115 T0155 BEING SEARCHED
*11430.157. 770731.	 54934.	 6 218.	 51947.	 -11.51	 29 43 8063	 551 7.	 55117.
*12616.196. 770917. 171453, 172e 9. 17 217. -102.76 12 24 8W 172055. 172113.
*14123.103. 780102. 54147, 55056. 52710. -103.63 14 24 BUB 	 54548, 5455b.
*14137,115, 78UiO3. 52624. 53648 	 512 7. -98.15 14 25 BUS+	 53135. 53137.
*14162.136. 780105. 0 624. 01339. 233639. -11,21 29 38 8G8 	 0 759. 0 813.
*14848.140. 78022,2. 113335	 11428. 111814. -102.25 015 024 80 8 113654. 113716 n
*14887.176. 780225. 55732, 6 3 3. 52741.	 -9.82 029 036 8G2	 55911. 55931.
*14919,110, 780227	 115858	 12 91.0. 114453. -100.18 014 025 8611	 12 357. 12 417.
*15086.170. 780311, 732 6. 74622, 7 218.	 -9.00 029 045 802	 73356. 73418.
*15157,141, 78031ta	 75839.	 61255. 72844.	 -6088 029 045 @02	 8 046,	 8 059.
*15214.104. 780320. 83950. 85358, 8 959. -10.18 029 044 002	 84125. 84145•
*15285»167. 780325. 9 614, 92032. 83624.	 -8.05 029 045 862	 9 814• 4 834.
*15303,185, 78032b. 152151, 1532 9. 15 826. -103.65 013 024 868 1527 4. 152710.
*15317.110. 780327. 15 E U. 1518 6. 145336. -9b.42 014 025 evb 	 1513 0. 1513 b.
*15356.145. 78033u. 933 2, 94839, 9 3 4.	 -5.99 029 046 802	 93518. 93518.
*15413 2 104. -- 780403, 1U1421, 102136.	 94431.	 -9.34 u29_038 EG_21016 5. 101627.
*15445.123. 780405. 161546. lb2551. lb 130. -99.65 014 025 802 162040. 1621 09
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An atlas has been compiled to identify times and dates when GEDS -3 altimeter data was
taken in the vicinity of data buoys. 	 The time period covered is from GEOS launch to
April 9, 1978.	 Two buffer areas are considered for each of the various buoy locations
to determine the simultaneity of GEOS and buoy data.
	
The two buffer areas are
+0.25 0 and +10.
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